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*lust 4 Alifriae- 
Use this minute to take stock of yourself. After all, who in this wide world 
knows you as well as you do? Ask yourself these questions and let your con- 
science give straightforward answers: 

1. Am I successful in my chosen profession? 
2. Is my position secure? 

3. Have I advanced or been content to lag? 
4. Has my earning capacity reached a maximum? 

S. Where am I heading? 

6. Do I "belong," or am I an outsider- professionally and socially? 
7. Do opportunities slip by me ungrasped? 

8. What can I do to improve? 

We can't answer the first seven for you -only you can. But we can point out the basic trouble 
if you gave yourself a majority of negative answers -you probably cannot speak well. Admit it, 
isn't this the biggest and perhaps the only factor holding you back? 

You remember, don't you. You remember how your insides tighten and your voice quivers 
whenever the V.I.P's. talk to you; or how embarrassed you were at the business convention 
when your mouth felt dry and zippered. Sure, you remember how later you thought of what 
you could have said -but didn't. 

There are other considerations too which you sometimes find yourself dwelling upon. The 
successful lawyer who lives nearby and drives a swanky blue Cadillac; the used -to -be neigh- 
bors who built their dream house and moved recently (he was an engineer wasn't he); and it 
wasn't long ago you read about that old school chum who has become a prominent manufac- 
turer in the toy industry. Why aren't you capable of having what they have? 

WE'VE GOT THE ANSWER 
Chances are you are just as capable, which brings up bock to the eighth question -the one 
we've got the answer to. Those people, just like all successful people, speak well. They speak 
dynamically, positively -they know what they want to say and how to say it. YOU CAN TOO! 

The Institute of Human Communication will help you along the road to success. You want suc- 
cess -the Institute wants to help you succeed. Therefore, a speech course with all lessons on 
tape has been developed by people with years of experience in teaching public speaking and 
voice, and experience in radio, TV and on the platform. You can learn at home, in your spare 
time, how to speak effectively. You learn to speak by speaking, you learn by hearing actual 
speakers and our instructors coach you to achieve the results you want. 

INSTRUCTION ON TAPE 
Tape is the ideal medium with which to acquire better speaking habits. Every student is given 
individualized, private instruction. Assignments are tailored to fit your needs and interests, to 
help you develop your abilities to the fullest. You will suffer no embarrassment such as you 
might in a group class. Our instructors work with you and guide your progress. They are inter- 
ested in you and what they can do to help you accomplish what you wont to do. 

Never underestimate your own ability to speak well. Thousands of successful speakers were 

SEND FOR FREE SPEECH TEST 
Director 
Institute of Human Communication 
Severna Park 1, Maryland 

Please rush me the FREE SPEECH TEST. I will be under no obligation and 
no salesman will call. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE 

OCCUPATION 

MAKE AND MODEL OF RECORDER 

at one time reticent and awkward in their vocal 
communication. All you need is to understand 
where your deficiencies lie and to correct them. 
Our instructors will help you do this. They will 
bring out your hidden speaking talents. 

HERE IS WHAT YOU'LL LEARN 

The Art of Communication, How to Develop 
Your Hi -Fi Voice, How to Organize Material, 
Effective Communication, How to Prove What 
You Say, How to Dramatize Ideas, How to Sell 
Your Ideas, How to Make a Speech of Introduc- 
tion, Making a Speech to Inform, How to Hold 
an Audience in the Palm of Your Hand, How to 
Handle a Controversial Subject, How to Read o 
Radio Script, How to Stir Your Audience, etc. 

FREE SPEECH TEST 

Opportunity does not pick and choose its re- 
cipients. Get set to answer its knock. Use the 
coupon below to get our free speech test. We 
will give you an honest appraisal without ob- 
ligation and tell you frankly where you need 
help. We will explain fully how our course can 
help you. Do it today -tomorrow just pushes 
your big chance a little further away. 

TIME'S UP 

Your minute, or two, or three, has slipped by 
and we ore sure you will agree the time spent 
in reading this has not been wasted. Why not 
take just a few more minutes to fill in the cou- 
pon. At the close of the course, should you elect 
to try it, your answers to the questions above 
can look something like this: 

1. I like my work and my family has a 

higher standard of living than ever 
before. 

2. I've been with the firm ten years 
and expect to be there until re- 
tirement. 

3. My name's up for another promo- 
tion next month. 

4. Each promotion means a raise. 

5. I'm heading toward a fuller, more 
stable, life. 

6. I have more invitations fo business 
and social functions than I can 
handle. 

7. Opportunity is always welcome at 
my door. 

8. CONTACT THE INSTITUTE OF 
HUMAN COMMUNICATION 

Institute of Human 
Communication 

Severna Park, Md. 

Department of Education 

Approved by the Maryland State 
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CROSSTALK 

from the Editors 

THERE HAS been a lot of talk about "confusion" in the tape recorder industry. We 
have been looking into this rather carefully in the last month or so and we 
think we have found the reason. It stems from stories published in the trade 
press, and elsewhere which play up the things to come as if they were here 
and with the appearance of the stereo disc some dealers mistakenly thought 
that stereo tape was through. It is as simple as that. 

THE GREATEST impact of this yak -yak has been on the dealer. He makes his living, 
feeds his children, pays his taxes and works off the mortgage by selling things 
to you and me. For the convenience of having him handy, or being able to take 
something back if it is not right and because he invests his money in stocking 
things he thinks we might need, we are quite willing to pay him the profit 
which keeps both him and his shop running for our convenience. When he hears 
that something new is on the way he slows down on buying the old -for two 
reasons. One, he does not want to be responsible for selling you and ne a 
piece of equipment he has reason to believe will become obsolete and two, 
he does not want to invest his hard earned cash in something that he will not 
be able to sell and get his money back again. This is obvious and funda- 
mentally right. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

A LOT of this "confusion" talk has come about since RCA announced that they were 
going to bring out tape in a cartridge. This announcement was made over a 
year ago and it still is not on the market -nor is there any indication when 
it will be. The attitude was taken in some quarters that when this appears, 
the reel -to -reel recorders would be as out -of -date as the bustle and anyone 
in his right mind would not be caught dead with one. This line of reasoning 
is false. 

* . * * * * * * 

WE CAN TELL YOU that someday your car will have no wheels. It will float above 
the highway and be guided by a cable buried in the paving. It will be 
equipped with anti -collision devices and all you will have to do is to play 
bridge with your passengers until you hear the destination signal and turn 
off the main road. This is not fantastic, it can be done today. But this is 
not going to stop you from drooling over a new 1959 model is it? Are you 
going to wait until the ultimate arrives. You know you're not. 

AND ANY INDIVIDUAL or dealer who sits on his hands waiting for the ultimate tape 
recorder to come will go to his grave without one. There has always been 
progress, there will always be progress. The trend over the last eight years 
has been toward more tracks and lower speeds. There is no reason to believe 
this will stop. 

WE ARE PROUD of the way the tape recording industry has made its changes. First 
came the transition from single track to dual track. Then we moved to 
staggered head stereo. This lasted for a few years and someone came up with 
in -line heads. Immediately there was a rash of worry about older recorders 
being made obsolete. True, you could not play a staggered tape on an in -line 
machine. So what happened? All of the responsible manufacturers in this 
industry made kits available so that existing recorders could be conveniently 
and inexpensively converted to in -line operation. The average cost was about 
thirty dollars. One firm, V -M, brought out a recorder that would play either 
stacked or staggered tapes and also provided a kit to convert staggered 
machines to combination stacked and staggered. This change took place about 
two years ago. It is interesting to note that the one house which still stocks 
staggered tapes from all makers, the Stereophonic Music Society, reports that 
25% of their sales are of staggered tapes to people who never bothered to 
convert. Thus no one's tape library was rendered valueless by this change. 

NOW LET US suppose that the RCA cartridge makes its appearance in the near future. 
Will this mean the end of reel -to -reel machines. Definitely not! One only 
needs look to what happened in the photo industry when giant Kodak introduced 
the magazine load cameras ten years ago. Even today the spool type cameras 
outsell the magazine loaded jobs, one reason being that they are cheaper. 

(Continued on page 5) 
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 tape recorder P. A. system 
portable TV set hand tools 

FROM YOUR CAR, Boat or Plane! 

with 

INVERTERS 
f 

for changing your storage 
battery current to 

A.C. HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY 
Anywhere .. . in your own cart 

OPERATES 
RADIOS 
RECORD PLAYERS 
MIXMASTERS, ETC. 
directly from your rar! 

OPERATES 
,y PORTABLE TV SET 

directly from your car! 

MAKE YOUR CAR. BOAT OR PLANO 
"A ROLLING OFFICE!" 

OPERATES 
TAPE RECORDERS 
DICTATING 
MACHINES 
PUBLIC ADDRESS 
SYSTEMS 
ELECTRIC SHAVERS 
directly from your cart 

mounted out 
of sight under 
dash or in 
trunk 
compartment 

Especially designed to change 
D.C. to 110 volt A.C. 60 cycles. 
lore.. 

EXECUTIVES POLICEMEN 
SALESMEN REPORTERS 
OUTDOOR MEN FIREMEN 

PUBLIC OFFICIALS 
MODELS 6U -RHG 16 volts) 125 to 150 molls. Shipping 
weight 27 lbs. List price $89.95 

DEALER NET PRICE $59.97 
12U RHG 112 volts) 150 to 175 watts. Shipping weight 
27 lbs. List price $89.95 

DEALER NET PRICE $59.97 

Write for literature on other Sixes and Models 
of ATR INVERTERS, priced os low os $9.95 list. 

6 or 12 volt 

SEE TOUR JOBBER OR WRITE FACTORY 
1/NEW MODELS VNEW DESIGNS A/NEW LITERATURE 

°A" Battery Eliminators DC AC Inverters Auto Radio Vibrators 

AMERICAN TELEVISION d RADIO CO. 

2uatrly Psedwrta S:wcr /43/ 
SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA, U. S. A. 
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CROSSTALK (Continued) 

WILL RCA have the ultimate tape recorder in their cartridge unit, like the ultimate 
car? We don't think so. We'll bet our bottom dollar that shortly after it 
hits the market, someone will be out with a competitive unit and, not only 
that, some of the inventive geniuses that roam this nation will find a way to 
play reels on the cartridge machines and cartridges on the reel machines. So 
you can pay your money and take your choice, like the circus barker says, and 
be sure of not getting stuck either way. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

THE NEWEST thunder on the horizon is the four track machine using reels. We have 
carried stories about it, its theories of operation, etc. in previous issues. 
This is not something that is coming, it is here in some quantity already. 
Five manufacturers now have four track machines available. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

SO WHAT DOES THIS MEAN to you and me and our dealer friend? Will your present li- 
brary of two track stereo tapes become obsolete should you buy a four track 
machine? Con you make a tape on a four track machine that will play on a two 
track machine? Can a two track owner and a four track owner voicespond with 
each other? Will our dealer get stuck if he buys two track machines and two 
track tapes and lose money? All of these are very pertinent questions and 
should be asked. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

WHAT ARE THE ANSWERS? How do they effect your tape recording future and your 
pocketbook? First, and this is important to remember TWO TRACK TAPES CAN BE 
PLAYED ON FOUR TRACK MACHINES. This means your present stereo library will 
not be obsoleted. It also means your dealer can stock two track tapes without 
fear of financial loss. As four track recorded stereo tapes become available 
(only one firm HiFitape has them at present) they will be cheaper than two 
track. For the present then, you can get two track stereo tapes to play on 
the machine. There are over 1,000 different tapes on the market and estimates 
place the number of two track stereo machines capable of playing them at 
500,000. Second, you can make a tape on a four track machine that will play 
on a two track simply by running the tape through once instead of twice. This 
is analogous to the fact that you can play a full track tape on a dual track 
machine but only in one direction. Third, since a two track tape can be played 
on a four track, you will be able to voicespond with two track owners. Our 
dealer will not get stuck in this orderly transition, nor will the consumer. 
Already heads are available for existing machines and the conversion is simple. 
The old head is removed and the new one installed. Even the same connections 
are used. Since most machines play both 3% and 7% ips the speed question is 
academic. At this writing 7% ips is still best. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

IT BOILS DOWN TO THIS: a dealer can, in perfect financial safety and with full 
confidence that he will not be called to task by his customers, stock and sell 
both two track and four track machines. He can stock and sell two track stereo 
tapes all through the transition period and beyond for there are a half million 
two track stereo machines in people'shands. While a four track tape, fully 
recorded on all tracks, will not play on a two track machine, a two track tape 
will play on a four tracker. As four track tapes come along, they can be added 
to the stock. As mentioned above two track recorders can be converted to four 
track easily when and if desired. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

CAN YOU RECORD on all four tracks separately? Only one machine, the Tandberg, will 
record the tracks independently and play them back the same way. The others 
record tracks 1 and 3 in one direction and 2 and 4 in the other, when the reel 
is turned over. They might be thought of as dual track stereo. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

AND FINALLY: last year, according to figures released by the Magnetic Recording 
Industry Association, 450,000 tape recorders were sold! From orders now on 
the books, it looks like 1959 will run as high as three -quarters of a million 
machines. If this industry was "confused" as some people claimed, just think 
what it is going to do when the confusion no longer exists . . . . which is 
right now! Webcor reports recorder sales 52% ahead of last year for the 
first three months of 1959. Sales were actually 31% more for this period 
than during the Christmas season. If this is "confusion" let's have more 
of it! 

s 
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works 
four ways 

THE NEW 

SERIES 

Available 
as crystal - 

60- 10.000 c.p.s.. 
-51 db. $23.50; 

as dynamic - 
60- 13.000 c.p.s., 
-53 db, $41.00; 

and ceramic - 
60- 10,000 c.p.s.. 
-80 db, 525.51. 

never so much 
microphone 
versatility 

and quality 

The microphones of the "turner 
200 Series quickly switch from hand 
to stand, desk or lavalier use with 
Turner-engineered accessories. 
Result: Versatility to meet your 
changing needs in high fidelity tape 
recording ... wide response to give 
you faithful reproduction of voice 
or music. 

The Turner 200's have sleek. tapering 
cases with satin chrome plate finish. 
l'rices include your choice of desk 
stand, floor stand adapter or lavalier 
accessory. Additional accessories 
may be purchased separately. 

Write for complete specilicatiom and 
free literature. 

THE ¡COMPANY 
948 ! 7th Si., N.E., 
Cedam Rapids, Iowa 

IN CANADA: CANADIAN MARCONI CO., 
Toronto, Ontario and Branches 

EXPORT:... AD AURIEMA, INC. 
85 Brood St., New York 4, N. Y. 

NEW TAPES 

CLASSICAL 
ORCHESTRAL 
GLIERE 
Ilya Mourometz 

(Symphony No. 3, B Minor, Op. 42) 
Houston Symphony Orchestra 
Leopold Stokowski 
CAPITOL ZF -27 

$14.95 37 mins. 

The folktales of pre -historic Russia have 
provided us with many cherished symphonic 
motifs, and Reinhold Gliere. who died in 
1956, spanned the eras of Tschaikowsky. 
Ivanov and Shostakovich through his teach. 
ing and his composing. if you respond to the 
works of his contemporaries, such as Sche- 
herezade, Prince Igor, Rite of Spring, you 
are a candidate for Glieré s epic symphony 
The tales of the folk warrior -hero of 10th 
century are less interesting than the three 
recurrent themes, which are outlined in the 
informative album notes. Stokowski worked 
with the composer in preparing this edited 
score. The ringing climaxes, tine spun dimu- 
endos, and primitive rhythms are matched 
by a most exacting stereo reproduction, and 
a performance that should bring this domi- 
nant conductor to the peak of his thir.h 
career. -DSW. 

BALLET 

BILLY THE KID 
Billy the Kid -Ballet Suite 
Billy the Kid Waltz 

Morton Gould and His Orchestra 
RCA CCS -160 
$8.95. 25 mins. 

As Teddy Roosevelt would say- "Deeee- 
lightful." Here we have music telling 3 

story, a Western yet. The plot is quite the 
usual thing, but when it is told in music, 
by a master such as Aaron Copland and 
played by a conductor such as Morton Gould, 
it is entirely different. 

In the music you mentally see the pio- 
neers moving West, the gun fighters, a fugi- 
tive's capture and escape, his dream of his 
girl while hiding in the desert, and his 
eventual downfall when the law catches up. 
Billy is shot when he lights a cigarette in 
the dark. You can almost smell the twirling 
smoke and the final shut that takes his life 
is just that -final. I would very much like 
to sec this ballet. 

Indeed yes, while listening to this the 
second time, the picture image created the 
first time had not faded. The music is lust 
what you expect to hear and Mr. Gould 
and his orchestra play it just as it was 

meant to be played. 
The recording is excellent in every way 

and a most worthy addition to your tap? 
rhr.irc 

ORGAN 
THE ORGAN AT SYMPHONY HALL 

Handel: Arrival of the Queen of Sheba 
Handel: Suite from Water Music 
Handel: Arioso 

Raubke: Finale, Organ Sonata (94th 
Psalm) 

Reginald Foort at Boston Symphony Hall 
COOK 10545st, Vol. 2 

(12.95 24 mins. 
Unfortunately, I have never had the op- 

portunity to visit Boston Symphony Hall. 
but I can believe, after listening to this 
tape, that the Hall's acoustics must be 
quite remarkable. You feel as if you are 
seated in the center of a ring with organ 
music unfolding around you. 

While I prefer to hear more serious 
music played by a full orchestra. these 
renditions are nevertheless stirring. 

While this is not the highest of ti, it 
is still a most listenable tape. 

POPULAR 

JIMMY McHUGH IN STEREO 
Medley: I'm in the Mood for Love, Don't 
Blame Me, On the Sunny Side of the 
Street, You're a Sweetheart, Where Are 
You7, Lovely to Look At, Candlelight and 
Wine, I Couldn't Sleep a Wink Last Night, 
Lost in a Fog, Blue Again; Rock -A -Bye 
Bluebird: Medley: Exactly Like You, I'm 
Shooting High, I Don't Care Who Knows 
It, How Blue the Night, Thank You For a 

Lovely Evening, A Lovely Way to Spend 
an Evening, My. How the Time Goes By. 

When My Sugar Walks Down the Street, 
I Can't Believe That You're in Love With 
Me, and I Can't Give You Anything But 

Love. 
Urbie Green, His Trombone and Orchestra 
RCA CPS -193 

$8.95 24 mins. 
Here we have the "Big 3" -Jimmy Mc- 

Hugh, songwriter; Urbie Green and 'His 
Orchestra, performers; and RCA, recording 
engineering deluxe. 

These are all Jimmy McHugh composi- 
tions. Jimmy has a knack of letting folks 
know he likes them through his music. 
To me it is a real pleasure to listen to 
this type music after hearing the radios 
blaring forth the raucous rock and roll tunes 
so much. 

Urbie Green has a smooth group of guys 
who play well together and do a grand 
job on these selections, and Urbié s trom- 
bone manipulation is not to be ignored. 

Arranging and style is well done, and 
while this tape scurries along through the 
melodies, it is emphatically danceable music 

The "Big 3" combination does well by 
this rape. Fidelity is excellent. 

RED CAMP HORIZONTAL 
Yesterday 
Contrapuntal Blues 

Summertime 
Tenderly 
Cumpanchero 
Laura 
What Is This Thing 
Out of Nowhere 

Red Camp Playing a 9 -foot Steinway Concert 
Grand 

COOK 10870 
$12.95 24 minn. 
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Ordinarily I would be expecting music 
more in the classical vein to be played 
on a Steinway such as this one, but Red 
certainly makes the most of this impressive 
instrument. He has a touch which bespeaks 
well of his artistic talents on the keys. 

Too much piano music can at times be- 
come most tiring and monotonous, but when 
you are in the mood to just listen and 
digest what you are hearing, you begin to 
ask yourself why you never took piano les- 
sons. The music and Red's method of han- 
Jling give you an appreciation that perhaps 
heretofore was lacking. 

While recording a piano is a most diffi- 
cult task, engineering -wise, the technicians 
seem to have overcome some of the problems 
on this tape. The music is precise and 
clear -also, most relaxing. 

We note that the selections as listed on 
the box label are out of order. 

Anyone who enjoys piano music will like 
this tape. 

LATIN 
MARIMBA BAND 

Las Chiapanecas, La Sandunga, La Tonal - 
teca, Cielito Lindo, La Juanita, La Llorona, 
Dias Nunca Muere, El Cachito 

5 -Man Buzzing Marimbas from Oaxaca, 
Mexico 

COOK 5007st 
$ 12.95 24 mins. 

The marimba is a truly versatile and 
entertaining instrument. Little is known of 
its origin. In Mexico City it is used to ac- 
company all types of modern popular songs, 
but originally it was used to play regional 
songs and social dances. 

In any event, no matter what the origin 
or present status, it is nevertheless a differ- 
ent sounding type instrument, well suited 
to Latin rhythms. The musicians in the band 
on this recording are well acquainted with 
the marimba and they give a terrific pres- 
entation. 

There is some singing accompanying cer- 
tain selections which is fair. Actually, the 
whole tape is meritorious in that it is au- 
thentic Latin music; undistorted sound. As 
with all Cook tapes, the recording was done 
in the field. 

=IESTA IN HI -Fi 
Robert McBride, Mexican Rhapsody 
Ron Nelson, Savannah River Holiday 
Lyndol Mitchell, Shivaree, from Kentucky 

Mountain Portraits 
E.sstman-Rochester Symphony Orchestra 
'loward Hanson, Conductor 
MERCURY MAS 5 -28 
$9.95 ...24 mins. 

Here is the 20th century, American coin- 
used equivalents of Offenbach, lbert and 

Rossini. I think you will take pride and 
pleasure in meeting a made -in- America tape 
that really entertains. Howard Hanson, 
conductor and dean of American music edu- 
cators, is one of the last great Romantic 
musicians of our time. He gives spirited un- 
lerstanding to these attractive compositions 
it his Eastman School graduates, themselves 

well established in teaching and the music 
business. We need many more such genu- 
inely American works, so happily performed 
.mci recorded, to keep us and our families 
:lose to our native roots. This is an enter - 
taining tape to own. -DSW. 

STEREO WEBOOR 
New! A really lightweight 

stereo tape recorder that gives 
true high fidelity performance 

Weighs only 21 pounds 

ONLY 

Webcor Royalite Stereo High Fidelity Tape Recorder $ 995* 
has the new 'long -playing' 3rd speed, 1 v/a ips. 

Until Webcor engineers developed 
the new Royalite, it was necessary 
to have a heavy, cumbersome tape 
recorder system in order to enjoy 
true stereo reproduction from stereo 
tapes. This new Webcor, however, is 
really portable -you can take it with 

Stereo tape playback - Monaural 
record and playback. 
Two wide -range hi -fi speakers. 
10 -watt amplifier and 2 -tube stereo 
pre -amplifier. 
3 speed record and playback-VA and 
3a4 ips -plus the new long -playing 
3rd speed, 1?g ips, which allows up 
to 6 hours playing or recording time. 
Operates in horizontal or vertical 
position. 
In -line (stacked) playback heads. 
Microphone input cord serves as 
stereo output connecting cord. 
Rugged Royalite case- lightweight, 
scuff and stain resistant. Color fast. 

Priers sbghtIv higher Bist and Southwest 

STEREO MUSIC SOUNDS 

MODEL 2002 

you on your travels, on vacations, 
wherever you like --and it gives 
finest stereo playback. And of course 
the new Royalite turns in a real 
championship performance when 
recording and playing back mon- 
aural tapes, too! 

New Royalite Stereo Mate, 
Model 4002. Matching 10- 
watt, two- speaker stereo 
amplifier- speaker system. 

(above right) $6995' 

Team up this marvelous lightweight 
stereo amplifier -speaker system with the 
new Royalite Stereo Tape Recorder and 
enjoy music from your stereo tapes that 
has all the tones, overtones and direction 
of the original performance! Or -you can 
use your radio, tonograf, or TV set as 
your second stereo sound system. 

BETTER ON A WEBCOR 
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He's 

CARRYING 
His 

PROFESSIONAL 
STANDARD 

RECORDING 
STUDIO 

Here is England's Newest, Most advanced 
addition to o tradition of unsurpassed 

quality... THE "TRUVOX- TWIN" STEREO 

RECORDER -PLAYBACK. 

Now! Build your own professional quality 
stereo and monaural tope library from 
FM, Discs, and live performantes. It's 
portable ... easy to operate ... yet gives 

you unmatched performance with abso- 

lutely no degradation or change of origi- 
nal sound. 

Inquire for Full Details II Specifications. 

0000(D0 
Dept TT -5 

275 Seventh Ave. 

New York 1, N. Y. 

o 

gat° 
where 

fine sound 
begins! 

Fine sound reproduction begins with 
a good microphone. Reslo micro- 
phones bring out the best in your 
recorder with unsurpassed quality 
for clean, silky, uncolored, flat re- 
sponse to 20,000 C /s. 
Quality recording, broadcast or P.A. 
uses require a Reslo Mark Ill. Blast - 
proof, fully shock mounted, triple 
shielded for outdoor use, they can 
be boom mounted without adaptors. 
Exclusive ribbon permits near auto- 
matic self -service replacement. 
Reslo microphones are used by lead- 
ing broadcast and recording firms. 
Try one at our expense ... see your 
dealer. 

Complete data and price lists 
In, qualified respondents 

ERCONA 
electronics div.l dept. R7 -5 

k.1.6 West 46th St. New 1 ... 36 
World's 
Finest 

B 

TAPE IN EDUCATION 

BY MAJOR JOSEPH J 

V the Gth and 7th of March, the Ad- 
visory Committee, Commissioner of 

Education, U. S. Dept. of Health, Educa- 
tion and Welfare, met in Washington to 
select proposed research programs to be 
funded under the National Defense Educa- 
tion Act. Some two hundred proposals had 

been received by the Office of Education 
during the previous months covering the 
broad requirements of radio, television, 
audio- visual, motion pictures, magnetic 
tape, etc. Several excellent proposals in- 
volving the use of tape were among those 
received. We have learned informally that 
no proposal involving tape was selected for 
funding by this Committee, although they 
did show interest in some isolated items 
contained in the tape proposals. 

We feel strongly that the Committee was 

short sighted in not funding at least one 
research program in tape. We know that 
tape has enormous potential in the field of 
education. The limited experience accumu- 
lated with tape shows that it is invariably 
superior to the conventional teacher- class- 
room method of instruction. Teachers using 
rape can not only teach many more stu- 
dents in one class but can teach them bet- 
ter with more individual attention where 
needed. In contrast, the other mass media 
approaches to education offer much less. 

The rabid proponents of television teach- 
ing, stress the dramatic appeal and the 
capability of reaching hundreds of students 
simultaneously. However, these T.V. "fans" 
will not give you the entire story unless 
you press them, then they will admit that, 
at best, T.V. instruction is only "as good 
as" conventional classroom instruction, that 
the size of the viewing class is limited by 
the number of students that can be super - 
vised by one teacher, and that the teacher 
in the classroom must be very well quali- 
fied and must work just as hard as before 
the advent of T.V. Thus it appears that al- 
though the use of T.V. does increase the 
productivity of the one teacher who is 

starred on the screen, the productivity of 
the whole school system is not helped ap- 
preciably. 

The serious applications of tape to 
teaching, such as the notable work by the 
Benedictine Order of teaching sisters in the 
Midwest have demonstrated that in every 
rase the productivity of each teacher and 
each school has been improved. It is true 
that the teachers must work harder at the 
present but now they have two jobs -one 
of teaching, which they feel has been made 
much easier, and the fundamental task of 
reorganizing material and Course Content, 
and development of the best techniques for 
the use of this medium. The burden on the 
teachers will be lessened as standard courses 
and techniques for teaching various sub- 
jects are developed. This development work 
is the type of research effort intended by 

Title VII of the National Defense Educa- 
tion Act and should rightfully he supported 
by it. Many proposals for the use of tape 

are being resubmitted for the next meeting 

. KRAMP, USAF, RET. 

of the Advisory Committee some time this 
summer. We hope that their action at that 
time will be more consistent with the merits 
of tape in relation to the other mass media 
indicated in the proposals. 

On Wednesday, 25th of March, we at- 

tended a symposium on "Psychology and 
Electronics in the Teaching- Learning Sys- 

tem," sponsored by the Institute of Radio 
Engineers at the Waldorf -Astoria in New 
York. The chairman of this symposium 
was Dr. F. E. Ferman of Stanford Uni- 
versity who pointed out that the art of 
teaching had, in fact, progressed very little 
since ancient times. He stressed the need 
for greater productivity in the schools and 
suggested that this might be achieved 
through the use of modern automation and 
electronic techniques and the proper reor- 
ganization of course content and material 
to optimize their use. The first speaker was 

Dr. B. F. Skinner of Harvard University 
who described the work done on his now 
famous "Teaching Machines." Dr. Skin- 
ner's machines are, at present, essentially 
mechanical and as such are somewhat lim- 
ited in their application in that only one 
student can operate the machine at a time. 
Dr. Skinner believes that his techniques can 

he adapted to various electronic teaching 
methods which will improve their produc- 
tivity. (We have talked with Dr. Skinner 
several times in the past about a teaching 
machine based upon his principles and us- 

ing magnetic tape). Dr. H. E. White, of 

the University of California, spoke on his 
current project, the "Continental Class - 
room" currently being shown nationwide 
from six to six -thirty, five mornings a week. 
This is a very noteworthy course in physics 
for secondary school teachers and will he 

repeated next year along with a course in 
chemistry. Dr. R. F. Mager of the U. S. 

Army Air Defense Human Research Unit. 
Fort Bliss, Texas, spoke on his experiments 
on automated teaching. Dr. Mager has 

done some remarkable practical work in 
teaching and stressed the need for more 
engineers to start considering the education- 
al problem and devising new machines and 
equipment to meet the increasing demands 
of education. Dr. C. R. Carpenter of Penn- 
sylvania State University, spoke on the 
Problems and Possibilities of Electronic Sys- 

tems in Higher Education. In the opinion 
of Dr. Carpenter, many electronic tech- 
niques can be adapted to improve the pro- 
ductivity of our schools. 

Although none of the speakers at this 
symposium discussed tape directly, we know 
that tape in some form will appear in man 
of the techniques for automated instruction 
that will be developed. Even Dr. White, 
dedicated T.V. man places his program on 

video tape to provide more flexibility ut 

presentation and to smooth the rough spots 
in the presentation. Teaching machines of 
the future will undoubtedly use some forni 
of tape and of course the position of tapt- 

in the teaching of language has not been 

challenged. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

WEBCOR ROYALITE 

Webcor, 561(1 W. Bloomingdale Ave., 
Chicago W. Illinois, has introduced its 
Rosalite portable tape recorder. This ma- 
chine weighs only 20 lbs. and has a strong 
cover which prevents marring or scuffing. It 
features two elliptical speakers with a fre- 
quency range of 511 to 15,111111 cps, 111 watts 
power output from the amplifier, and ha, 
speeds of , and I N ips. This re 

corder will play in horizontal or vertical 
position, and it has a safety interlock tu 
prevent tape spilling, breaking or accidental 
erasure. It is priced at SIS9.95. A stereo 
phonic version of this machine will b, 
available in the near future. 

STEREO DU ":_ICATOR 

Hartley Manufacturing Co., i tt I 

Mth, Bellevue, Washington, is marketin the 
Hartley Stereo Duplicator which plugs into 
your recorder and pros-ides the machine's 
recording amplifier with an external output 
so that it can be used to record on another 
tape recorder. Thus one tie -in curd from the 
-Record Amplifier Output- on one recorder 
to the unused lower channel of any other 
stereo playback recorder synchronizes the 
two for stereo tape or record duplicating or 
tor live stereo recording. Ni, alteration of 
either recorder is necessary. Whatever is 

plugged into the recording inputs of the two 
recorders is recorded on just one of the 
stereo tape heads. This leaves the other 
stereo tape head free to play material for 
recording. Contact the manufacturer for 
complete information and price. 

Which twin has 
the Audiofape? 

NOT EVEN their mother can always tell these boys apart. 
But it's pretty easy to see which one is getting the rich, 
realistic performance that Audiotape consistently delivers. 

Like twins, different brands of recording tape often look 
the same, but are seldom exactly alike. And though the 
differences may be slight, the discriminating tape recordist 
won't be completely satisfied with anything but the very 
finest sound reproduction he can get. Most of all, he wants 
this fine quality to be consistent -he wants identical results 
from every reel, regardless of when it was purchased. And 
so, he chooses Audiotape. 

You'll find that Audiotape is different in other respects, 
too. For example, only Audiotape comes on the C -slot reel 
-the easiest -threading tape reel ever developed. Another 
example is quality. Audiotape has only one 
standard of quality : the finest possible. 
And that's true regardless of which of 
the eight types of Audiotape you 
buy. Don't settle for less. Insist on 
Audiotape. It speaks for itself. 

Manufactured by AUDIO DEVICES, INC. 
444 Madison Ave., New York 22, New York 

Offices in Hollywood & Chicago 
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15 
ways to protect your 

tapes... improve 

hi -fi and 
stereo performance 

ROBINS 
tape care 

accessories 
GIBSON GIRL TAPE SPLICERS 

A 

Me\ 
10 

15. t3 . 

1 Hobbyist H-4 

2. Semi -Pro SP -4 . 

3 Iunior TS4A -1R .. 

4. Standard TS4AS10 
5 Deluxe TS4A -DLX 

6. Industrial (5 sizes to I" 
7. Splicing Tape ST -500 

8. Recording Head Cleaner MC -2.. 
9 Tape Cleaning Cloth 1CT -2 

10. lape Storage Can (7" and S' 

TC -7 

nel 

TG5 ... 
11. Tape Threader 11 -I 

IÍ Tape Head Demagnetizer HD-6 

13. Tape Clips IC12 
14. Tape Reel 1" TR70 .. 

15. Tape Editing Book TE -24 

T 1.75 

3.50 
6.50 
8.50 

11.50 
55.00 

.40 
1.00 
1.00 

.75 
.55 

1.00 
10.00 

.35 

.75 

.25 

And a host of record care accessories includ- 

ing a new turntable level, a professional stylus 
microscope and record cleaning product. 

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG 

,O ROBINS INDUSTRIES CORP. 
FLUSHING 54. N. Y. 
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TAPE CLUB NEWS 
District Deputy Reelected 

The Northeastern District of The Voice - 
spondence Club has just reelected Carl 
Williams of Amsterdam, New York, as 

District Deputy and member of the Club's 
Board of Advisors for another two-year term. 
The Northeastern District includes the New 
England states and New York, and is one 
of the most heavily populated districts 
voicespondent -wise in the United States. A 
very high percentage of the members par- 
ticipated in the balloting, a token of the 
esteem in which Carl is held. A rug weaver 
and married, Carl has spent many week -ends 
and much of his vacation time in travelling 
about his District calling on the members 
in person. The thrill of meeting face to 
face a person whom you know only voice - 
sponding is one that never fails, and Carl 
has in this way managed to meet in person 
more VS members than any other member 
of the Club. 

Voicespondence British Membership 
The British membership of The Voice - 

spondence Club has increased to such an 

extent that the United Kingdom has been 

divided into two separate districts. The 
English District is comprised of members 
living in England alone, and the Keltic- 
British District consists of Scotland, North- 
ern Ireland, and Wales. Cotemporaneously 
with the separation into two districts, elec- 
tions were held for Special Deputies to 
represent the members in each district. Sir 
Mark Dalrymple of Midlothian, Scotland, 
now heads the Keltic- British District, and 
Lee Lacy of London, editor of the Club's 
British sound magazine "Voices in the Post," 
now leads in England. 

Special Fund 
Recording is an expensive hobby. And so 

members of The Voicespondence Club have 
for a long time contributed their nickels, 
dimes, and dollars to the Club's Special 
Fund to help furnish recorders and supplies 
to handicapped people who could not other- 
wise afford them. During the past 6 months 
the Club's Special Fund has spent 5463 to 
pay dues of 5 people, help purchase 6 re- 

corders, and furnish 3 -inch reels of 1 mil 
Mylar tape at a special price to the handi- 
capped. Contributions are entirely voluntary, 
and the names of those helped are never 
revealed by the Fund. 

Tape Clinic 
One of the most useful features of The 

Voicespondence Club's magazine is its Tape 
Clinic. This is a service by mail to all mem- 
bers of the Club answering their questions 
about recording, audio, equipment, and 
postal problems in exchange for a stamped, 
addressed envelope. The most interesting 
questions are printed in the magazine each 

time, but all those writing in receive per- 
sonal replies by mail. The Tape Clinic also 
offers a free repair service to those who live 
in isolated communities and cannot get 
proper service for their machines. Only the 
cost of transportation and parts is charged. 

Service Committee 
The Voicespondence Club has a Service 

Committee, which exists to serve club mem- 

bers in any way that it can. The committee 
makes a special effort to see to it that 
physically handicapped members get the 
maximum use and pleasure from their re- 
corders; special programs and items have 
been devised for visually handicapped mem- 
bers; any member with a problem is invited 
to call on them. 

Latest additions to the committee's staff 
include Katherine and Eleanor Lamay of 
New York. Other volunteers are welcomed. 

WTP President Interviewed 
On Sunday, December ', a radio inter- 

view with Harry Matthews, President of 
World Tape Pals, was broadcast over CBS. 
It brought a deluge of letters from folks 
who heard it. 

The interview was conducted by Eddie 
Barker, news director of Radio Station 
KRLD in Dallas, where it was taped and 
sent to New York for editing into a 15- 

minute program. 
Veteran CBS newsman Paul Niven acted 

as moderator. He characterized the club as 

an international pen pal group with a mod- 
em touch in that the letters are talked 
instead of written. 

The program included a tape from an 

Israeli soldier who told how tapes from 
Americans had convinced his friends the 
U. S. isn't peopled by imperialists interested 
only in Arab oil. 

A copy of the above program is obtainable 
by members simply sending tape and postage 
to club headquarters. 

Prayer Tep-d 
Conrad Hilton has put c . :pe, for World 

Tape Pals, his prayer erica On It's 
Knees" and it will be ,_;it to any members 
who request it. 

World Tape Pals Jamboree 
The first international gathering of the 

thousands who correspond by tape will be 
held in Germany this summer. It is the 
World Tape Pals Jamboree, set for June 20- 
July 5, at Schliersee, Bavaria. 

Plans for the gathering of WTP members, 
who preser.7!y number more than 4,000 
throughout the free world, already are be- 

ginning to jell. Of course, anyone interested 
in tape recording's many facets will be most 
welcome. 

Schliersee, a health resort, lies 30 miles 
from Munich in the upper Bavarian Alps, a 

region of flower -clad, breathtakingly beauti- 
ful mountains. Ranking among the loveliest 
resorts of South Germany, Schliersee has 

available accommodations to suit almost 
every purse. This is one reason it was chosen 
for the Jamboree. 

The affair is to be pitched on a basis of 
friendship and informality. Recording ex- 
perts are to meet nights to discuss technical 
data. Others may gather to hear unusual 
recordings. 

There will be dancing evenings for young 
and old. Folk dancing will be provided by 

the people in their native costumes. The 
local wine cellars are said to be among the 
best in Europe. Also on tap will be sailing, 
bathing, watersports, tennis, golf, tours, 
mountain climbing and concerts. Excursions 
are to be offered to nearby Lake Chiemsee, 
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Partenkirchen, Oberamergau, Innsbruk and 
Salzburg, among others. 

"You name it and they'll have it,' says 
Harry Matthews, Dallas, founder and presi- 
dent of WTP. 

Tour arrangements for WTP members in 
the United States and Canada and their 
possessions are being made by International 
Travel Service, Inc., Irene Patoski, President, 
Western Hills Hotel, 6151 Camp Bowie 
Blvd., Ft. Worth, Texas. Flights are being 
arranged to go by British Overseas Airways 
Corp. 

Dennis Cooper, 14 Guilford Street, Lon- 
don, W.C. 1, is in charge of European 
reservations. 

Appointments 

World Tape Pals, Inc. announces the 
appointment of new representatives, as 
follows: England: Len W. Watkins, 40 
Ravenslea Road, London, S.W. 12, England; 
South Africa: John J. Albertse, P. O. Box 
-iS, Beaconsfield, Cape Province; East Africa: 
Frank H. Weston, c/o H. M. Prison Service 
Hdq., Dar es Salaam, Tanganyika. 

British Club 

Aims of the British Tape Recording So- 
ciety are to encourage the use of tape 
recorders in hospitals and by the blind, for 
education, entertainment, all in addition to 
correspondence; to encourage tape recording 
clubs, which may be affiliated to the Society, 
to form regional groups; and to obtain tech- 
nical, legal and general assistance whenever 
possible for members and affiliated clubs. 

Tapespondence is an activity open to all 
members both at home and overseas, by use 
of a first -class printed directory issued on 
joining. The house journal of the Society is 
"The Recordist." 

JOIN A CLUB 

TAPE RESPONDENTS 
INTERNATIONAL 

Jim Greene, Secretary 
P. O, Box 416, Dept. T, St. Louis M, Mo. 

THE VOICESPONDENCE CLUB 
Charles Owen, Secretary 

Noel, Virginia 

WORLD TAPE PALS, Inc. 
Marjorie Matthews, Secretary 

P. O. Bo: 9211, Dallas IS, Texas 

AUSTRALIAN TAPE RECORDISTS 
ASSOC. 

Jack A. Ferry, Federal President 
Springbank Rd., Clapham, S. Australia 

UNITED RECORDING CLUB 
Richard L. Marshall, President 

2516 S. Austin Boulevard 
Chicago 50, III. 

BRITISH TAPE RECORDING SOCIETY 
Peter M. Bardach, U. S. Representative 

210 -16 Grand Central Parkway 
Queens Village 27, N. Y. 

AMERICAN TAPE EXCHANGE 
Stuart Crouner, Secretary 

181 E. Main St. 
Gouverneur, N. Y. 

BILINGUAL RECORDING CLUB OF CANADA 
J. P. Paquette, Recruiter 

1993 Morgan Boulevard 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada 

CLUB DU RUBAN SONORE 
John -Paul Barabe, Publicity 

1274 St. Elizabeth St. 
Montreal, P. Quebec, Canada 

AURORA SCIENCE TAPE SOCIETY 
Walt Richard Sheasby, Jr. 

215 North Baldwin Ave. 
Sierra Madre, Calif. 

Please enclose self addressed, stamped 
envelope when writing to the clubs. 

Full details on application are available 
from the Executive Secretary. 

Copyright Protection 

In order to avoid infringement of copy- 
right, the British Tape Recording Society is 

shortly to enter into an arrangement with 
the Mechanical- Copyright Protection Society 
Ltd. of London, whereby members of the 
B.T.R.S. and its affiliated clubs, regularize 
the position by obtaining a license of the 
above Society which will authorize record- 
ings made under club auspices and by indi- 
vidual members where these are intended 
for playback to members or their families. 
provided no commercial use is made of same 

It should be appreciated that the Mechan- 
ical- Copyright Protection Society dealing 
with local clubs through the B.T.R.S. will 
not only cut the cost of administration, but 
enable more advantageous terms to be 
quoted and time saved than if they had to 
deal with each individual club and member. 

It is hoped the above matter will receive 
the favorable attention of local club com- 
mittees and the Council of the Society will 
look forward to their views on the subject 
at the earliest possible date. 

A full list of members of the Mechanical - 

Copyright Protection Society Ltd. is held at 
B.T.R.S. headquarters. 

FM Station Seeks Tapes 

A new FM radio station in Chicago, Ill.. 
Station WFMQ, is looking for members out- 
side the United States to set up a tape - 
spondence with them. Russell Butler of their 
production staff, has asked the American 
Tape Exchange Club ro help them in their 
search for interesting international tapes. 
The club Taping Central is calling upon its 
members outside the United States, who are 
interested in contributing such tapes, to con- 
tact them. 

Ant. Secretary.Trea;urer Elected 

At the last officers' meeting of the Bi- 
lingual Recording Club of Canada, it was 
decided that, due to the ever -increasing 
amount of work created by their recent re- 
cruiting and publicity campaign falling on 
the Secretary -Treasurer, an assistant would 
be named to share the load of work. Conse- 
quently, one of the directors, Ed Levasseur 
was voted and accepted unanimously "As- 
sistant Secretary- Treasurer." 

New Tape Library 

The Bilingual Recording Club of Canada 
started a Tape Library this year. Subse- 
quently, a Librarian was named. The re- 
sponsible man is Ernie Rawlings. Congratu- 
lations to Ernie and good luck. Incidently. 
this tape library is a new project and seems 
to be going in the right direction. The pur- 
pose of this is to have members provide 
rapes recorded on original subjects which 
would be of mutual interest to most mem- 
bers, as an example -"Life in the Arctic and 
Observation on Eskimo Life" provided by a 
member now working in the North. We 
feel very optimistic and predict that within 
a year we will have 25 to 30 such tapes 
which would be re- recorded for members 
on request. A list of such tapes will be 
published from time to time in the club's 
official quarterly bulletin. 

B ONY 
NEWSCASTER 

A light weight precision spring and 

battery operated tape recorder with 

full professional quality. 

A SONY FP -2 professional dynamic mi- 

crophone (50.10,000 cps). 
"Built -in" capstan strobe and viewing 
device. 
Variable speed adjustment control. 
Modular construction of electronic 
components. 
Output for headphone or external 
playback amplifier. 
Special capstan drive and extra large 
pinch roller. 
Graduated level control for record/ 
playback. 
Automatic timing device indicates 
when to rewind (You can rewind while 
recording). 
All aluminum construction, with re- 

movable window lid and bottom cover. 

Instantaneous switching for Record or 

Playback. 

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 

100 -6,000 cps within 2 db deviation 

SIGNAL /NOISE RATIO: Better 
than 55 db maximum record level 

TAPE SPEED: 71/2 ips 

FLUTTER 8 WOW: Less than 0.3% 

HEAD: Full track for 1/4" tape. Triple 
shielded, multiple laminar construction 
for maximum performance and wear 

INPUT IMPEDANCE: 1 megohm 
on Microphone 
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: More than 
10010 ohm unbalanced 

DISTORTION: Less than 2% at 3 db 

below maximum signal 

BIAS FREQUENCY: 30 kc 

BATTERIES: 3-1.5 volt "D" 
flashlight, 2 -67.5 volt RCA VS 016 
or equivalent 
DIMENSIONS: 15 "x 61/4"x 61/2" 

WEIGHT: 14 lbs. 

PRICE $39500 

Complete descriptive 
brochure available on 
request. 

STERECORDER DIVISION 
SUN VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 
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TAPES TO THE EDITOR 

When sending tapes lo the editor please use the 3" reel and indicate the speed at which it was 

recorded and whether it is dual or single track. We will listen to your tape, make notes from it for 

use in this column and then reply on your tape. Please keep lapes reasonably brief. 

If you do not own a recorder, a letter will be acceptable. Address tapes or letters to: The Editor, 

Iii -Fi TAPE RECORDING, Severna Park. Md. 

A Reader Wrotc- 
To the Editor: 

I have been buying HI-F1 TAPE RECORD- 

ING for about one year and enjoy your pub- 
lication very much. I have a Bell & Howell 
300 M Recorder and would like to make 
use of it to supplement my present income. 

In your July 1958 issue I read the article 
on recording weddings by Marx Cooper. I 

have also purchased the course "Tape Re- 

cording for Pleasure & Profit" by Leo Ham- 
mer. I made an attempt to record weddings. 
but have been completely halted in my ef- 
forts by the New York Musicians Union. 
It seems that when recording a wedding I 

must also record the Wedding March played 
by an organist who is a union member. I 

offered to pay a percentage of my fee to the 
musician, but the union would not even 
hear of it. It seems that in New York, at 
least, the union is preventing people like 
myself from earning some much needed ex- 
tra money. Is there anything that can be 

done to get around this situation? 
Has the union the right to prevent me 

from recording weddings? They claim that 

if it is discovered the wedding is being 
recorded, they will order the musicians not 
to play, thereby ruining the wedding. 

I would appreciate your advice on this 
matter. Thank you very much. -Martin 
Kornhauser, New York. 

We Wrote the Union - 
We received today a letter from a reader 

in the New York area who wishes to earn 
money with his tape recorder by recording 
weddings. He says in his letter "I made an 
attempt to record weddings but have been 
completely halted in my efforts by the New 
York Musicians Union. It seems that when 
recording a wedding, I must also record the 
wedding march played by an organist who 
is a union member. I offered to pay part of 
my fee to the musician but the union would 
not even hear of it. It seems that in New 
York, at least, the union is preventing peo- 
ple like myself from earning some much 
needed money. Is there anything that can 
he done to get around this situation? Has 
the union the right to prevent me from re- 
cording weddings? They claim that if it is 

LOUIS ARMSTRONG, currently touring Europe, takes two NORELCO 'Continental' 
recorders wherever he goes. Says Louis, "I tape ph ono records and airshots all the 
time and if I'm in the room talking with friends, my NORELCO'S keep right on 
copying with the volume turned down." Louis also finds the choice of three speeds 
convenient, using the slowest, 11/2 ips for interviews and speech recording, the &LI 

speed for some music, and the 71/2 speed for live recording. He says, "I've tried lots 
of tape machines since I got my first one in 1948, but NORELCO is the one for me." 
Recently he picked up two NORELCO 'Continentals' in Copenhagen. Set to run on 
the European power frequency of 50 cycles, they will be reset for 60 cycles when he 
returns to the United States. Like all NORELCO recorders they can be set in a few 
minutes for any power voltage requirement anywhere in the world; from 110 to 250 
volts. The NORELCO 'Continental' is a product of North American Philips Co., Inc.,' 
High Fidelity Products Division, Dept. IP5, 230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, L. I., N. Y. 
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discovered that the wedding is being re- 
corded they will order the musicians not TO 

play, thereby ruining the wedding...." 
I called the Local 802 and was told that 

the answer to recording weddings was a flat 
"No" and any arguments about it would 
merely he going around in a circle. I was 
also informed that they were following the 
rule laid down by the national organiza- 
tion, and suggested we contact you. 

Frankly, this situation is incomprehensi- 
ble to us. If true, it would mean that a 
father who owned a tape recorder would be 
barred from making a recording of his own 
child's wedding ... nor could any other 
person make such a recording for him. 

It is equally incomprehensible that a 
union would dare put any restrictions on 
one of the sacraments of the church or pre- 
vent the recording of perhaps the highest 
point in a human's earthly experiences. 

We wish to get this matter cleared up 
for the benefit of our readers and would 
like a statement from you that we can pub- 
lish. 

I understand that there is a recording 
permit that may be had for making com- 
mercial recordings. such as is done by the 
professional recording companies. I also 
have heard that should a person take out 
such a license he also promises not to record 
non -union musicians. 

As you know, most of the church organ- 
ists are non -union people or members of 
the religious body, such as a nun in the 
Catholic faith. I presume the same would 
hold true of the Jewish cantors. Many of 
the soloists who sing at weddings are mem- 
bers of non -professional choirs, etc. 

Thus if it were possible for a recording 
permit to be secured and if the restriction 
applied of not recording non -union musi- 
cians, assuming the paragraph above is 
true, then this would be of little use either. 

We are sure that the union could not ban 
the recording of the actual ceremony, nor 
could it exercise any control over non -union 
groups. 

In any event, a statement of your policy 
would be helpful. 

Cordially, 
Mark Mooney. Ir. 
Publisher 

The Union Replied - 
This will reply to your letter of July 11th 

s' ith reference to attempted tape recordings 
at weddings where members of the Amer- 
ican Federation of Musicians are rendering 
musical services. 

Our members are employed, under con- 
tract, to perform specific musical duties in 
playing at weddings and receptions. For 
this they receive the applicable wage scale 
as determined by the number of hours they 
are employed for. In negotiating the con- 
tract for their musical services the purchaser 
makes no mention of recordings to be made. 
If he had, he would be informed another 
fee for the musicians would be involved as 

this would be another service rendered by 

the musicians. 
It seems to us your reader, in the New 

York City area, has purchased a tape re- 

corder and now desires to make a living by 

capturing musical services of our members 
without paying the proper fees. We have no 

control over non -union people but certainly 
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will not permit the recording of musical 
services of our members by anyone unless 
proper wage scales are paid. 

Very truly yours, 
Herman D. Kenin 
President 

No comment -Ed. 

Take Your Choice 

To the Editor: 
I don't expect you to print this, as I hap- 

pen to know that you carefully refrain from 
running anything not in line with your par- 
ticular pitches or likely to tread on the toes 
of your gods, the advertisers ... neverthe- 
less, perhaps writing this will relieve my 
feelings on this matter of misrepresentation 
in the ads of magazines such as yours. 

First, a question -for years I've been 
hearing from you and others of the unques- 
tioned superiority of tape -playback over 
disc playback for the music perfectionist. 

Just what does this alleged superiority 
consist of ? -1, for one, find the facts to be 
quite otherwise. 

I have two tape decks, together with the 
requisite number of their playback and rec- 
ord /playback preamps, for which I paid 
through the nose -not only are these com- 
ponents highly touted, but are highly 
PRICED -for example, one can buy an ex- 
cellent complete recorder for nearly the 
price of just one pre -amp. 

For discs I use a Collaro record changer 
-which many hi -fi snobs would look 
down their noses at -and an Electro -Voice 
21 -D cartridge - again not necessarily 
among the more elite in the line of car- 
tridges. 

NOW HEAR THIS -in every case, disc 
playback is cleaner, with better frequency 
response and FAR less hum, hiss. and over - 
distortion than the tape! 

1 am no tyro in tape, having been heav- 
ily interested since early 1952. and have 
used, adjusted, repaired, traded, bought and 
sold, and otherwise been involved with 
tape recorders of various grades and makes 
since then. I have at least a smattering 
knowledge of electronics, and you can he 
assured that the poor results I get with the 
decks are not the result of my carelessness 
or ignorance. 

My "cheap" Collaro, after years of use 
with no maintenance whatsoever, continues 
to perform to my complete satisfaction. My 
decks, on the other hand, require constant 
vigilance for barely acceptable performance. 
In spite of advertising claims, one deck is 
so much slower than the other that an A -440 
recorded on one deck plays back a nearly 
perfect A -flat on the other! Correspondence 
with the deck manufacturer ignored the ad 
claims, and suggested that 1 have the motor - 
pulley on the up -to -pitch deck turned down 
to match the fiat deck! 

Add to this the extortionate prices of 
most pre -recorded tapes and don't talk 
about the new i , track tapes- results are 
already bad enough at 7 (2 ips, with half - 
track heads! -so lower price or not -no, 
thanks! i and you'll see why I just can't go 
along with your self -seeking claims of tape 
superiority. Tape is good for only one thing 
-recording of those things one wishes to 
preserve, but, for playback of pre -recorded 
material, far from being superior to discs, 
it is far inferior, and under no circum- 
stances should I ever again buy prerecorded 

tapes now that stereo discs are available.- 
Curtis D. Janke, Sheboygan. Wis. 

Honest differences of opinion are u hat 
make horse racer. and political campaigns 
possible. However. tests. using the ben au- 
dio gear obtainable and identical recordings 
in the form of stereo tape, disc and cartridge 
hate proved that tape is the superior me- 
dium at the 7 ips speed. 

Tape is superior in surface noise and 
wearing ability as Mr. Janke will discover 
a /ter he has played the discs for a while. 
Best thing to do with a stereo disc is copy 
it on tape and play the tapes. Tape does not 
stiffer from channel shifting and there is no 
delicate cartridge in a tone arm to hatch 
out for. An excellent disc, when neu, can 
match tape in frequent) response but not in 
d1namic range. Anyone else want to tell 
our reader why he should prefer tape? 

Will History Repeat? 
To the Editor: 

There has been much discussion and 
speculation about -í -track magnetic tape 
magazines, but little practical results. The 
x mm photo film magazines as used in cam- 
eras may supply some clues as to the type of 
difficulties which may possibly be encoun- 
tered with I , inch magnetic tape magazines. 

8 mm film magazines became available 
about 18 years ago accompanied by much 
advertising matter enthusiastically describ- 
ing their many advantages. In 1942 I pur- 
chased a quality brand 8 mm magazine 
camera and had operational trouble from 
the beginning. The magazines increased the 
unevenness of the camera speed, resulting 
in annoying fluctuation in the intensity of 
the light projected on the screen, the video 
equivalent of audio's "Flutter" and "Wow." 
Not infrequently the magazine caused the 
camera to jam and stop completely even 
when the spring was fully wound, invaria- 
bly in the midst of an important never -to- 
be- repeated action scene. Sometimes the 
jam could not be freed and there was no al- 
ternative but to send the partially- exposed 
magazine in for developing. Jamming was 
most pronounced at low shutter speeds. 

In February 1959 I inquired about 8 mm 
films at a photo shop. The magazine cam- 
eras are more expensive than regular reel 
cameras, and the 50 foot 8 mm films are 
about 51.25 higher list price in magazines 
than in reels (you cannot keep the maga- 
zines). The reel film is frequently sold at 
considerably less than list price, but the 
clerk told me he could not sell the magazine 
film at less than list price because the sales 
volume was so low on it as compared to reel 
film. 

Photo film is available in much greater 
variety of speeds, color. and other charac- 
teristics on reels than in magazines. 

The magazine film has had more than 18 
years in which to prove itself, and after all 
that time it is still relatively unpopular as 

compared to reel film. 
Ditto magnetic tape magazines???-Ed- 

win E. U'ie.gaud. San Bernardino. Cal. 

Correction 
In the March issue, this column carried 

a letter from Lynn McCracken. of Oregon. 
Unfortunately, his address was quoted in- 
correctly. It should he 4825 S.E. 94th Ave- 
nue, instead of 9th Ave. Sorry Mr. Mc- 
Cracken. 

That's not the reason 
why you should use 

Here's why you should use 

It's the best- engineered tape 
in the world ... 

...gives you better highs...betterlows,.. 
better sound all around! Saves your tape 
recorder, too - because the Irish FERRO- 
sit Et: v process results in smoother tape 
...tape that can't sand down your mag- 
net is heads or shed oxide powder into your 
machine. Price? Same as ordinary tape! 

Available wherever quality tape is sold. 

ORRadio Industries, Inc., Opelika, Alabama 
Metropolitan Opera Star George London is managed 

by Columbia Artists Management Inc. 

I3 
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NewTransMagnemité 
Professional Transistorized QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

Battery -Operated Spring -Motor 

PORTABLE FIELD RECORDER 

Cheek These Unusual features: 
r Low noise input stage (0.25 microvolts). 

Overall Gain 110 db. 

No Microphonics or motor noises. 
r Uses Dry Rechargeable batteries. 

Batteries last 125 hours. 
Modular plug -in construction. 
Exceeds NARTB Broadcast standards. 
Size: 11 x 10x7 inches -Weight: 15 lbs. 

Full unconditional Two Year Guarantee. 

Write for complete information and direct 
factory prices to Dept. TR. 

AMPLIFIER CORP. of AMERICA 
398 Broadway, N. Y. 13. N. Y. 

save $395 
with RCA's 

"Fabulous Bonus" Tape Offer!! 

Buy four 7.inch reels of RCA Sound Tape... 
famous for superb high -fidelity sound repro - 
duction...get one RCA Victor pre -recorded 
stereo tape, a $4.95 value for just $1.00. Offer 
good for a limited time only. See your RCA 
Sound Tape Dealer right away for details! 
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RADIO CORPORATION 
OF AMERICA 

Electron Tube Division 
Harrison, N.J. 

Questions for this department may be sent on tape or by means of a postcard or letter. 

Please address your queries to "Questions and Answers," HI -Fl TAPE RECORDING, Severna 

Park. Maryland. The most interesting and widely applicable questions will be used in this 

department and all inquiries will receive a tape or letter reply. 

Q--Can you help out a poor tape recorder 
fan who is confused and getting more 

so by the day? 
A year ago I bought a Tandberg monaural 

machine. Since then they have made a 4 
track head conversion and since it promises 
better frequency response, I was about to 
make the conversion when I noticed an ad 
from another manufacturer who does not 
recommend the 4 track head for home re- 
cording because of short gap heads, etc. 
That stops me cold as I use my recorder for 
off the air recording. Do you agree with 
them? 

Just what is 4 track? As I understand 
it, it doubles the stereo playback. Does 
it also double the monaural recording and 
playback. Will the erase head have to he 
changed? It may sound silly but even my 
dealer can't answer me positively. He's con- 
fused too. 

As part of the conversion kit, Tandberg 
offers a preamp for stereo playback. Is this 
unit necessary or could I feed the signal 
into a dual amplifier pre -amp for the same 
result? I will use the tape output of my 
amplifier for recording off the air. Will 
the use of a better amplifier improve my 
recordings -as it would improve the per- 
formance of my tuner? 

1 hope you can give me positive answers 
to my questions as I certainly can't get 
them here and therefore am at a dead end 
in my effort to improve my equipment. - 
A. M.. Union City. N. J. 

Awe 
would suggest that if Tandberg 

claims better frequency response with 
their heads on their machines you can be- 
lieve them despite what other manufactur- 
ers Wray have to say about their own 
machines. Over the years we have checker) 
to -o Tandberg recorders for consumers re- 
ports and have found them to live up to 
expectations and to their claims. If the other 
manufacturer does not feel 4 track heads 
are good for his machine, we Jail to sec 

how this would affect another machine. At 
this writing, Ampex. Tandberg, Telectro. 
Pentron and Ekotape have 4 track heads as 
standard equipment. They are available 
optionally on a number of other maker. 

A 4 track bead is a head having two 
pole pieces that contact the tape. The pole 
pieces are so positioned that, when the tape 
is turned over, as in monaural dual track 
recording, a second pair of tracks is laid 
down on the tape but in the opposite direc- 
tion to the first. Thus an interlace is formed 
with tracks 1 and 3 going in one direction 
and 2 and 4 in the other. 

Yost might think of 4 track as "dual 
track dual track " -if that is any help. Inas- 
much as there are two pairs of stereo tracks 
on one tape, stereo playback time is doubled. 

Only one machine, the Tandberg, will 
record all four tracks separately and play 

them hack separate!). thereby doubling the 
monaural capacity of the tape as uell. The 
other machines u-hen used monaurally re- 
cord two tracks at a time with the same 
signal so that the effective width of the tor. 
bands almost equals the width of a dual 
track produced b) a regular machine. These 
recorders trill not extend the monaural 
playing time but the) will extend the stereo 
playing time. 

li you snake the conversion to four track. 
your erase head will have to be changed to 
match the new record /playback heads. 

Regarding the preamp. if the input im- 
pedance matches that of the heads used 
you should be able to feed the tape input 
on the preamp of iour dual amplifier. We 
would suggest you check this directly with 
the manufacturer. 

lu general. amplifier frequency response 
ranger are ,generally higher than those of 
either tuners or tape machines. or. in fact. 
the signal put out by the broadcast stations. 
We would suggest you check the specifica- 
tions of your various pieces of equipment 
against each other. The weakest link in the 
chain will be your limiting factor. 

THIS IS A CATCHY HEADING - designed to get you to read this. 
Our best advertisement is this 
magazine itself. You can get 12 

more issues like this one deliv- 
ered to your door. 
Fill out the coupon below and 
drop it in the mail today. If your 
check book isn't handy we'll be 
glad to bill you later. 

2 Years $7.00 

I Year $3.75 

HI -PI TAPE RECORDING 

Severna Pork, Md. 

Please enter or renew my sub- 

scription as indicated below, 

2 years $7.00 

1 year 53.75 

Payment enclosed. Bill me later 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
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SOONER OR LATER YOUR FAVORITE TAPES WILL BE PUT ON RECORD 
HI FI SOUND & RECORDING SERVICE 

1020 W. Market Street 
GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA 

Hi Fi Disc Recording Hi Fi Tape Duplicating 
16" 331/2 Transcription 15 Min. Per Side $7.00 1200FT Monaural 30 Min. $5.00 
12" 331/3 Long Play 221/2 Min. Per Side 5.00 1200FT Stereo 30 Min. 6.00 
ID" 331/3 Long Play 15 Min. Per Side 3.00 1800FT Monaural 45 Min. 6.00 
7" 45 5 Min. Per Side 3.00 1800FT Stereo 45 Min. 7.00 

10" 78 Standard 3 Min. Per Side 3.00 Rates include new tape Scotch Brand Tape. Ampex Tape 
12" 78 Standard 5 Min. Per Side 3.50 Duplication Equipment. Quantity rates write. 

Make up a 5 minute tape of your personalized readings. We will make a high fidelity 7" 33 '3 record for $1.50 plus 50e postage. For- 
ward remittance in advance. 

12" Masters 
Processing 
Pressing 

10" Masters 
Processing 
Pressing 
Masters 
Processing 
Pressing 
You must add the 

AMPEX TAPE EQUIPMENT GRAMPIAN FEEDBACK RECORDING HEADS 
SPECIAL DESIGN 200 WATT RECORDING AMP.- HIGHEST FIDELITY -LOWEST COSTS 

CUSTOM RECORDING 
35 to 49 50 -99 100 -149 150 -199 

30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00 
30.00 30.00 60.00 60.00 

Each 1.00 Each .95 Each .90 Each .85 
25.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 
25.00 25.00 50.00 50.00 

Each .85 Each .80 Each .75 Each .70 
20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 
20.00 20.00 40.00 40.00 

Each .70 Each .65 Each .60 Each .55 

200 -249 250 -299 200 -500 
30.00 30.00 30.00 
60.00 60.00 60.00 

Each .80 Each .75 Each .65 
25.00 25.00 25.00 
50.00 50.00 50.00 

Each .65 Each .60 Each .55 
20.00 20.00 20.00 
40.00 40.00 40.00 

Each .50 Each .45 Each .40 
cost of masters and processing before the price of pressing can be ordered. You will note after 100 orders the proc- 

essing has been doubled. The reason is after this many pressings the metal part is likely to break. Then a new master has to be made. You 
will be charged for it. No extra charge for masters or extra parts when full protection is paid. Good for thousands of records. There is no 
discount on masters or processing only on pressings. On tape recordings we make we cannot give custom prices. Stereo custom recording 
masters processing pressings, add 100% 

REPAIRS 
We maintain a repair service on all makes of hi fi equipment, amplifiers, microphones, tape recorders and motion picture equipment. 

Why not send us your equipment for repair or overhaul. Prompt service work guaranteed. Leave us your equipment during summer months. 
We go over everything and repair or replace parts as needed. The machine is returned to you when needed for coming year. You can rest 
assured of excellent performance. WORK GUARANTEED. 

TERMS 
Check or money order must be with order. No C.O.D.'s or billing. We are not set up for this service. This is why we have low prices. 

Make all checks payable to Hi Fi Sound & Recording Service. 
WANTED 

Used Ampex 600,601 -400 -A Altec 21B Microphone Telefunken Microphone. State price, condition of each. 

TEEN TAPERS BY JERRY HEISLER 

THERE will be a ha more teen tapers in 
the future than there are today and it 

doesn't take a crystal ball to see that. 
For one thing, since the Congress passed 

the Defense Education Act, there has been 
a great spurt in both interest and money 
to back that interest in the teaching of for- 
eign languages. 

As you probably know, the best way to 
teach a language is with tape, and schools 
by the dozens are installing language 
laboratory equipment right and left. 

Of course, the heart of the language lab 
is a tape recorder, or more often a number 
of tape recorders. Teens will be using this 
equipment day in and day out and are going 
to be quite handy at using it. 

It isn't going to take much showing to 
convince a teen that the tape recorder is 
useful for more than language instruction 
and that one at home will allow him to 
study other subjects with it too. 

One way to use the recorder to study is 
ro make up question and answer rapes. To 
do this you ask yourself the question, allow 
a silent spot on the tape long enough for 
you to make an adequate answer and then 
read the reply right out of the book. The 
process is repeated until the entire tape is 
full. You can use this method with almost 
any subject. 

It is especially helpful when you have to 
practically memorize something in order to 

pass an exam. The constant repetition will 
fix it in your mind very well. 

Smaller brothers and sisters in the fam- 
ily can be helped in the same way and if 
you are the one elected to help them learn 
such things as a multiplication table, you 
can save yourself hours of time by putting 
the practice work on tape and letting them 
run the recorder themselves. 

Not only will you be freer but they will 
have a lot more fun. The kids are getting 
tired of TV and its novelty has worn off 
hut "electronics" is new and modern to 
them and they lap it up. This has been 
proved in those schools that have electronic 
teaching classrooms. 

Electronic classrooms are really wired for 
sound. Perhaps someday most classrooms 
will be constructed along these lines but 
it's going to take a while. 

The electronics classroom uses three re- 
corders and each desk is wired into a teach- 
er's console at the front of the room. The 
teacher can speak to any member of the 
class individually just by throwing a switch 
and speaking into a microphone. The mikes 
they use are just like those worn by tele- 
phone operators. 

The student can answer the teacher 
through his own mike and the rest of the 
class does not hear the conversation. 

Three tapes are played to the class, one 
for those who learn slowly, one for those 

who learn at the normal rate of speed and 
the other for those who learn rapidly. Thus 
each student can progress at his own rate 
without upsetting the regular class routine. 
Those who are bright and need more work 
to keep them interested get it from the 
tapes and the slow learners are not swamped. 
All in all it looks like a very fine devel- 
opment and from what we have read about 
the results obtained, we will be able to 
learn more and faster than ever before. 

This is all to the good for other nations 
are not asleep at the switch and unless we 
keep up, we may find ourselves in a sad 
plight some day. 

The boys should welcome this rapid 
learning especially, for one way or another 
they must serve a term in the armed forces 
and from what we hear, they really have 
to know their stuff. Many of us will be put 
to operating some mighty complicated gear, 
like radar sets, fire control, TV and nu- 
clear equipment. Unless we have a good 
basic knowledge and know how to study, 
we are going to be letting the country down. 

Anything that can give us more knowl- 
edge faster and easier I am all for and I 
think all teens will be too. 

With teens using tape more and more in 
school, the natural result is going to be, as 
we said at the beginning of this column, 
more teen tapes than ever in the future - 
and there's nothing wrong with that. 

IS 
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The Villa Louvigny, headquarters for Radio Luxembourg is one of the most modern 
broadcasting enterprises in all Europe. 

THERE is a new phenomenon in Europe -an American 
phenomenon -and tape is the heart of it. 

Few Americans who have not lived in Europe or 
spent a considerable time in it have seen this powerful 
new ally of ours, but even newcomers soon encounter its 
effects. A group of Americans recently did, while passing 
through an old English town, and the encounter was at 
once mysterious and gratifying. 

This was the picture: The town, as dismal as only an 
old, unmodernized industrial town aynwhere can be, seemed 
to be in the grip of a lethargy belonging to another age, 
the night streets dimly lighted and drab, the people ap- 
pearing forlorn and devoid of enthusiasm, the same for 
mile after mile -and then the change came, faintly at first, 
then louder and dramatic. 

It began in the form of distant sound that rapidly be- 
came a compelling one: many male voices singing, and 
singing well. The song: the American hit, iM1: Secret Love. 
And then they appeared around the far corner -a dozen 
or more young men, locked arm in arm, swaying, not rowdy 
but in high spirits. 

'The movie," one of the Americans said. "The Doris 
Day picture." Perhaps. 

But a few blocks farther down a smaller group came 
along, and they were singing, "Oh, my papa, he was so...." 

The following evening in London the phenomenon con- 
tinued. As the group of Americans crossed rain- splattered 
Trafalgar Square, it was cool and raw, no night for outdoor 
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RADIO 

LUXEMBOURG 

VIA TAPE 

by C. H. Malmstedt 

. . . a taste of Americana 
flavors European radio 
broadcasts thanks to tape. 

merriment, and most faces reflected just that -but along 
came a youth and a girl, literally singing in the rain - 
and the song was another current American favorite: Sand- 
man. Recollections now flooded in: there had been much 
of the same in other countries they had visited: Ireland, 
France, Belgium, Holland -an American song bringing 
flashes of gayety and brightness where none had been a 
moment before. 

But what was doing such an effective job of spreading 

In this German home the radio brings almost as many American 
tunes as old Fatherland favorites via Radio Luxembourg. 
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Right: Merriment in this Rhine country mar. 
lief place included concertina renditions of 
such American favorites as "Stardust" and 
Stephen Foster melodies. Below: This trio in 
Zurich sang many an American tune to the 
accompaniment of music from their car radio. 

that kind of Americana? At a Soho tearoom they ran head- 
long into the answer, for the radio there, as in many places 
after that, was not tuned to the British Broadcasting Com- 
pany or to the national radio of any ocher country, but 
to Radio Luxembourg -at that moment airing a hilarious 
and familiar American -style program: "People Are Funny. 

This program, it turned out, had been tape recorded in 
the English midlands. Subsequent checking soon brought 
to light a full realization of the tremendous job tape was 
doing in making and keeping friends for the U. S. in 
Western Europe, via Radio Luxembourg. 

With no connection with such U. S. enterprises as the 
Voice of America, the American Forces Network, and Radio 
Free Europe, this European- operated disseminator of the 
American way is quietly taking Europe by storm; quietly 
but tellingly -and at no cost to the U. S. taxpayer, but rather 
with a profit to both European and American enterprise. 
While the B.B.C. supplies an adequate staple diet of stand- 
ard British programs, Radio Luxembourg, with offices and 
recording studios also in London, engages in a lively U. S.- 
style sponsored operation. How well it is succeeding is 
indicated by the report that Radio Luxembourg in the five 
years from 1948 through 1952 brought its business volume 
from 30,000 pounds to 520,000 pounds -and frequently 
elicits such newspaper headlines as "'People Are Funny' 
Convulses Croydon," which once appeared in the Weekly 
Sporting Review. 

To attain and keep such popularity, Radio Luxembourg 

covers the field with its tape recorders. It also imports 
from the U. S. taped programs such as, Doctor Kildare, 
Frankie Lane, Hopalong Cassidy, Bing Sings, to mention 
a few. While the B.B.C. is an official British government 
service and subject to attendant limitations, Radio Luxem- 
bourg, with and through advertising agencies, produces 
sponsored programs with "a lift and a kick to them" as 
one listener put it. It also works with the International 
Broadcasting Company, of London, itself a pioneer in com- 
mercial broadcasting in Europe. 

Between the I.B.C. and Radio Luxembourg are produced 
and aired such U. S. -type programs as, What's My Line, 
The Capitol Show (from Hollywood), Orson Welles' The 
Black Museum, and serials such as Bold Venture, starring 
the late Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall -and with such 
success that, in Ireland alone, one million of its 3,000,000 
population have been surveyed as regular Radio Luxem- 
bourg listeners. 

One undoubted reason for the popularity of these U. S.- 
style programs is the American innovation of audience - 
participation, which, with the availability of tape recorders, 
covers not only the metropolitan areas but the countryside 
as well. 

Most of the field work is done with a portable recorder 
which, complete, weighs 14.5 pounds, and is 14 x 7 x 8 
inches in size, which includes the space for the self -con- 
tained batteries. To further reduce weight and space, ear- 
phones of the stethoscope variety (stethophones) are used. 
Three different models of this recorder are used, depend- 
ing on playing time and quality required: 3.75" /second 
for 30 minutes; 7.5" /second for 15 minutes; and 15"/sec- 
ond for 7.5 minutes, the resultant tone fidelity being, re- 
spectively, flat within ± 2 db from: 50 to 7000 cps; 50 
to 5000 cps; and 50 to 2500 cps, with a slight increase in 
attenuation above three frequencies. Freedom from wow 
is claimed to be better than 0.2 per cent at 15" /second, 
with a signal -to -noise ratio of about 45 db when played 
back on high -quality studio equipment. Separate recording 
and playback heads as well as amplifiers permit monitor- 
ing and double -checking before the field site is left. 

For field work at sites where regular power sources are 
available, larger portable recorders similar to standard U. S. 
types are employed, most of them of the same manufac- 
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turer* as the recorder described above, but designed for 
operation from power sources of 200 "250 volts at 50 cycles. 

Studio equipment to handle tape work at Radio Luxem- 
bourg's and I.B.C.'s London studios is also by the same 
manufacturer and is similiar to our Ampex studio models, 
featuring, among other things, unit -by -unit removal of most 
items to improve service accessibility. But from where are 
these tapes aired with such power that Belgium, Holland, 
France, the British Isles. and most of Western Europe are 
daily inundated with "American zip and snap'? 

The answer takes tape-and broadcasting itself -back 
to a time when most of us had never even heard of tape 
-for the embryo Radio Luxembourg had a nea,Lnelnfone 
in operation back in 1939. 

Alone in Europe with its budding L`. S. -type commer- 
cial operation, Radio Luxembourg had almost finished new 
studios, including a room for reproduction of magnetic 
tape when, at 1:19 p.m., September 21, 1939, the start of 
World War II forced the station into a silence that was 
to last until 7 o'clock the morning of November 12, 1945. 

There was drama that morning in the re- opening of this 
station that a few years later was to rise to an eminent 
place in radio. His voice breaking with emotion, a Lux- 

embourg announcer that morning re- introduced to his audi- 
ence the radio of peace. He then played the Luxembourg 
national anthem, a record of which had been found un- 
damaged in the ruins left by the Nazis. 

But there was, that morning, also the other side of the 
coin to be faced, for the war and four years of occupation 
had left Radio Luxembourg with very little for a new be- 
ginning: no regular transmitter installation, no telephones. 
no teletypewriters; the serviceable items consisted only of: 
a single microphone, a few intact rooms, some vacuum 
tubes of German make which, if they failed, could not be 

replaced; a few old amplifiers; a dynamited basement with 
the remains of a power and telephone center -and a cape 

recorder reconstructed from parts found in the ruins; plus 
this: no income, and no financial support in view. 

Yet, this is the station which with its U. S. -style pro- 
grams today is taking Western Europe by storm. There 
is good reason for this, aside from the appeal of its pro- 

'Electric and Musical Industries. Ltd. 
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Left: Roll Out the Barrel now applies to 
Mosel wine as well as to the sudsy brew. 

Below: Many a ski party in the Alps is en- 

livened by American music from Radio 

Luxembourg. 

grams. The Villa Louvigny. the station's headquarters in 
Luxembourg, today stands as a monument to man's genius 
and perserverance: where in 1671 rose a lone fortress, in 
1773 the "Louvigny defense envelope;' in 1882 a restaurant, 
in 1945 the ruins of a dream -now stands one of the 
most modern broadcasting enterprises in all Europe. con- 
summating an idea and an ideal born as far back as 1931, 
when the Luxembourg Broadcasting Company laid the first 
cornerstone of a transmitting station on the junglinster 
plateau, 17 kilometers from the present Grand Villa 
Louvigny. 

Today, the tapes carrying the youth and vitality of Amer- 
ica to Europe are aired over superpower stations of Radio 
Luxembourg. It's former longwave station, now completely 
modernized, pumps out a signal of 250.000 watts. and its 
new ultramodern medium wave station 150,000 watts on 
208 meters (1/i39 kc 1, broadcasting in English, Luxem- 
bourgian and Flemish, while a new shortwave transmitter 
puts out 50,000 watts on 6090 kc., broadcasting in French. 
A fourth transmitter puts out 5,000 watts on 15.350 kc., 
in Flemish. The 1439 -kc transmission, incidentally, is often 
heard clearly, during the evening hours, by ships as far 
west on the Atlantic as the Grand Banks off Newfoundland. 
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Radio Luxembourg uses this new audi- 
torium studio for live broadcasting 
and for taping of programs requiring 
large numbers of personnel. TV did 
not intrude on Radio Luxembourg fo 
any great extent. 

Among Radio Luxembourg's studios for live broadcast- 
ing and for taping of programs requiring large aggrega- 
tions of personnel, is a new auditorium studio, one of the 
largest and most beautiful of its kind anywhere- embody- 
ing accomodations for TV as well. Meanwhile. however. 
the popularity of Radio Luxembourg's programs has given 
very little way indeed to the encroachment of TV ( during 
a period in which TV audiences in England. for example. 
increased 6.2 per cent, a survey showed Radio Luxem- 
bourg's audience to have dropped by only 1.1 per cent, 
while the B.B.C. Home and Light services were reported 
to have dropped 6.0 per cent and 5.5 per cent respectively) . 

Because of such figures and the instantaneously -positive 
post -war response to their U. S. -style programs. Radio Lux- 
embourg in May of 1953 inaugurated an entirely new 
headquarters installation, including a master control room 
and studio control rooms, which employ Bell and Telefunken 
audio equipment and tape recorders by AEG. Amplifiers 

Most of Radio Luxembourg's field work is done with a portable 
recorder such as the Electric & Musical Industries, Ltd. machine 
above. However, at sites where regular power sources are avail- 
able, larger recorders are employed. 

used in the consoles are of the plug -in type, about one - 
sixteenth the size of earlier models, and each containing 
its own power supply. The above -mentioned studio is a part 
of the new installation. Fifty -seven feet wide and ninety- 
three feet long, it is designed to accommodate an orchestra 
of more than 100 members, plus an audience of 400 spec- 
tators. Two control rooms handle the studio's output. Each 
is insulated from the studio by a wall more than three 
feet thick, and by double -glass windows. Sound proofing 
and acoustical treatment consists of oak panels which, ac- 
cording to location and particular function, are either solid 
or perforated at one -half per cent or at eight per cent. 
Behind this film of wood, with which the walls are entirely 
covered, has been placed a layer of acoustically -absorbent 
material. 

Thus it turns out that, with U. S. -style programming 
and progressive engineering, Radio Luxembourg, even be- 
fore all its war wounds had fully healed, had not only re- 
gained its pre -war audience but had added to it considerably. 

To anyone who has listened to Radio Luxembourg, the 
reason for their success is as plain as the proverbial hand- 
writing on the wall, for the present and the future -for 
the real tribute lies not in statistics and technicalities but 
in the reactions that are apparent virtually everywhere one 
turns within sight and sound of a radio. And the reaction 
is always one of approval and expectation for more, more 
of the new -world lift expressing in song and a buoyancy 
of spirit what a prominent French literary man recently 
acclaimed as America's philosophy of happiness. 

Disseminating that, gives tape another important job 
-for it may well be that these buoyant American songs 
will accomplish what no national radio, no propaganda - 
by- design ever will. 

Many indications in that direction already exist in far, 
ancient corners of Europe, where tape is carrying American 
voices ranging from Gene Autry and Jo Stafford to those 
on such programs as the Old Fashioned Revival Hour. And 
few reels of tape, we are told, are more eagerly awaited 
than those typified by such songs as My Secret Love . . . 

which in Europe apparently no longer cares to remain a 
secret. 
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Folk Songs Belong On Tape 
by Stark Auringer 

"T 
H ERE was never ane of my songs prentit till ye 
them yoursel' an' ye hae spoilt them atheg 
were made for singin' and no' for readi 

broken the charm now and they'll never be s 

Sir Walter Scott, ballad collector as well a 

been busying himself collecting folk songs i 

hinterlands, and heard these words of gentle r 

a humble countrywoman who had been one of h 

We hope the good woman was wrong, an 
promising partnership between balladeers and tap ecorders 
bids fair to restore the folk song in its intended 
be sung and heard, not "prentit" and read. 

I am one such balladeer, an amateur as the vast majority 
of the tribe has always been, and I have come to realize 
how inevitable such a partnership is. For a number of 
years, learning and singing folk songs has been my hobby, 
and as sometimes will happen to hobbies, it has had its 
periods of being crowded into the background. One day, 
after I had been away from the guitar and the songs for 
some time, I received an unexpected invitation to appear 
on a program. Now I have reason to be modest about my 
vocal attainments, and in a state verging on mild panic I 

went out and rented a tape recorder to learn how I really 
sounded -and ended by buying the recorder. 

And so my Revere started its work in the role of vocal 
coach. I daresay most of us amateur collectors and singers 
of folk songs would never think of being caught in the 
purlieus of a vocal studio. The recorder does its valiant best 
to make up for this deficiency. It reminds its master when 
his pitch is off, when he's picked a key too high or roo low 
for him, when his diction is unclear, when he drags, or gets 
to running on too fast. Reminds him in a delightfully im- 
personal way, but quite objectively and with authority. 

When its promptings have succeeded in taking the most 
obvious flaws out of his singing, the recorder goes on from 
there to present him with the next challenge: How can this 
song be made more entertaining or more meaningful? How 
much more can be put into it -by more animation here, a 

retard there, a change in volume or in vocal shading? Songs 
which have lasted, in many instances, through several cen- 
turies, without benefit of radio, record, or audio equipment, 
generally have an ample reason for their longevity. A little 
something called universality. There's as much beneath the 
surface of words and melody as is to be found in many an 
art song. If it can be made to come alive. Sometimes, in the 
wee hours of the morning, the enthusisatic balladeer who 
is not of professional calibre can get something onto his 
tape of which he need not be ashamed. 

Of course it's only a step from there to inviting kindred 
spirits over for an evening of recording and listening -and 
to the fairly innocent piracy of getting down some of their 
songs to add to one's own collection. Before long the dreams 
and plans have galloped far ahead of the realization, and the 
balladeer is thinking in terms of a library of folk songs 
on tape. 

2C 

fed folk 
ssurected 
e. 

Sketcher by Clinton Balmer 

What' eeps the quest ever fresh is the fact that, as many 
rimes as some of these songs have been recorded and per- 
formed in public, there's always a new and different version 
just around the corner -and one with just as good a claim 
to authenticity. This is due, of course, to the evolutionary 
quality of folk songs. They grew gradually, by dropping 
stanzas and adding others, changing the melodic line. 
borrowing from another folk song of similar theme. They 
were undergoing these changes, in most cases, long before 
they were heard by any man now living, or printed in any 
book. And as long as they keep the folk song trait of being 
passed informally from one person to another, they will 
continue to undergo these changes. The verses, the melody. 
the mode of accompaniment, all vary from singer to singer, 
and the most untutored, even unmusical tyro may have a 

variant up his sleeve that would be the envy of the six -figure 
recording artist. 

Here's where the tape really comes into its own. You may 
have a shelf full of Burl Ives, Susan Reed or Richard Dyer - 
Bennet. But a friend of yours from another part of the 
country may be carrying around in his head a version of an 
old American ditty which you like better than any they've 
done. It's really an "open -end" situation: all the recordings 
in the world don't add up to completeness in this field. 

Most people who hear the term "folk song" used promptly 
visualize a rural locale, and it's with good reason that earnest 
students of the subject ultimately hit the trail for the moun- 
tain country, if they are free to do so. Most of us are not in 
that happy position, but as a big -city man myself, I find that 
my own milieu has its compensations. "The trail" is a two - 
way thoroughfare. People from all parts of the country, from 
all parts of the world are coming here, people of various 
occupations, of various cultures. I've swapped tapes with an 
ex- seaman who in his travels picked up some songs I've 
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ward nowhere else. And if I don't set up a barrier to folk 
Dogs in other languages, I can get plenty of them too. 

Of course one of my chief sources has been and remains 
the books compiled by ballad collectors. Notwithstanding 
the remark made to Sir Walter Scott, we are very fortunate 
-hat so many of the ballads worth singing have found their 
way into print. That's good for cold storage. Now, with the 
accessibility of tape, it's up to those of us who read notes 
readily to bring such ballads back where they belong -into 
sound. 

If you are one of those who feel the urge to put some folk 
songs on rape, don't be deterred by the feeling that your 
voice isn't up to the task. Years ago there was an expression 
current that the phonograph was "a great leveler." It brought 
the giant of the opera stage down to parlor size, and opened 
the way for the man with a voice of ordinary volume. The 
PA system has continued the trend; and now the tape 
recorder is carrying on in the same tradition. It too is a 

leveler insofar as "big" voices are concerned. The pair of 
bellows which can fill an auditorium loses its advantage over 
the little voice of pleasant quality whose owner can breathe 
at close range into the mike. This places the emphasis where 
it belongs as far as folk songs are concerned: who can do 
the best job of interpreting, or who can make a song come 
alive, and carry the indefinable element of good entertain- 
ment? Folk songs were made by and for people with every- 
day, untrained voices. The tape recorder, with the amateur 
making his own recordings of songs he knows, brings us 
back to the basic spirit of the art: the singing, by ordinary 
people, of songs shaped for ordinary voices. 

The tape recorder will not have the mission of making 
professionals out of amateurs. But it can improve one's 
singing if given a chance to do so. And by making simpler 

the exchanging of folk songs and other musical materials, it 
will stimulate a much greater and more widespread interest. 

And so, predictably, my own case history is repeating 
itself many times over in all parts of the country. I know, 
because I'm acquainted with enough amateur balladeers who 
see the potentialities in tape recording. We now fall into 
two categories: those who have recorders, and those who 
wish they had. Just as predictably, over the next few years, 
millions of man -hours will be spent before millions of 
mikes, recording songs whose number and variety would 
tantalize any aficionado. Many little groups will be forming, 
getting together to exchange tapes, to learn each others' 
songs -most of them people who would never think of 
collecting song books or reading notes. Their social evenings 
ought to be fun! But no true ballad collector would get 
thru more than a fraction of his repertory in the course of 
such an evening. No need to monopolize the parry! Let 
tape -swapping solve the problem! 

But don't neglect the first step, wandering minstrel! The 
first step, for those of us who use tape in this way, is the 
matter of rehearsing. We have our respect for these old 
songs, and before we start collecting or swapping, it's natural 
to want to put each one in as good shape as we can. To a 

perfectionist I suppose this could become an unending 
process. I'm among those who can be pretty self -critical, but 
I find that the more work I go thru on these songs the more 
fun I have. Here's my operating procedure, which may 
contain tips for anyone using tape for rehearsing solo 
material, either vocal or instrumental. 

I generally make a list of a half -dozen or more songs 
which fall into the same category, by geographical origin, 
age, or subject matter. Before going into séance with my 
recorder I select a time when interruptions are apt to be at 

Sir Walter Scott was a ballad collector as well as a novelist and he often collected folk songs in the Scottish hinterlands Aany of the old 

ballads which were printed are now being converted back to sound. 
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a minimum. Being a nighthawk helps here. 1 then run off 
the songs -two or three or the full half -dozen, or until I 

get even more dissatisfied than usual with my voice, or until 
I make a boo -boo. Each song is begun on a multiple of five 
or ten on the footage indicator, with a little cushioning 
between numbers. Then when I really writhe at something 
I have done, I can redo it and fit it into the same spot without 
danger of overlapping. 

The songs are thus pretty well organized by subject- matter 
from the first. So when I feel in a mood to do old English 
ballads, or American work songs or railroad songs or cowboy 
songs, I can just pick up the reel which contains my most 
recent efforts in that department -with the certainty that I 

can find something there which can be improved! When 
the whole tape is as good as I feel I can do at the present 
time, I'm ready to give it away or swap it, or use it to build 
my own collection. I've a feeling such a system can go on 
for years and years. I like it that way! 

Taping folk songs does not place heavy demands on 
equipment -with one exception I'll mention later. I find 
that ordinary single -track recording, at 3.75 speed, is ample 
for the hobbyist who isn't taking himself too seriously. Of 
course the slower speed makes good sense if your ultimate 
goal is assembling and storing hundreds of songs on tape. 
And a single voice line with simple accompaniment seems 
to come thru as well at that speed as at 7.50. I use the 
six-hundred-foot length of tape, as it makes easier the 
locating of an individual number. 

So far so good. But one who uses tape more often for 
rehearsing than for any other purpose develops at least one 
phobia -tapes which snap. We give them ample provocation 
for such breakage. We're forever running back a few 
hundred feet to do a song over. So in respect to tapes, I've 
become a particular buyer. I'm not going to do anybody's 
commercial for free in these columns, and in any event it s 

less a question of brand name than of grade. Give me a 

good heavy tape with an acetate base! As long as it's being 

used for rehearsing, you're being a very economical user, 
running the same reel thru over and over as you perfect 
your work. No need to worry about the pennies which go 
to buy a tape which will hold together. 

In rehearsing, one develops techniques of his own, which 
not only help him get the best result on each individual 
song, but teach him a lot about the use of his own voice. 
I've tried the trick of doing a song thru in one key, then 
putting a capo on the guitar ( a little gadget which raises its 
pitch a note or two) and fitting in alternating verses in a 

higher key. If anyone's in doubt about where his voice 
sounds best, this system will quickly inform him. In the 
same way, I like juxtaposing the same song done in different 
styles or at different tempos. 

Or sometimes I'll suddenly follow a mood and break with 
system altogether, just singing something which occurs to 
me at the moment for no known reason. It'll be out of order 
on my tape, of course, and I'll replace it later. But at least 
I've been reminded of ir. Thru such a lapse from strict 
regime, I've learned that some nearly forgotten ditty may 
come thru better than one I'd been working hard at. The 
rape is a leveler of prejudices as well as of voices. 

A more recent trick I've found useful when I want to 
produce the best -quality tape I can: I run a series of ballads 
"two -up." That is, I'll be putting the same sequence of 
songs on two tapes, working on each one by turn, virtually 
setting up competition between the two. Whichever loses 
the tug -of -war, I win, because I can later combine the best 
results on a single rape. 

Here ends my catalog of preferences and procedures. A 
balladeer is lucky, tho, if he can control the domestic arrange- 
ments as well as he can the mechanical -if he can shout out 
a verse of "John Henry" the way it ought to be without fear 
of waking the household. And there's one other small factor 
which will take quite an improvement in technology, or a 

considerable outlay in cash, to control -those x x x x x xx 
low -flying airplanes! 

NEW ELECTRONIC- LANGUAGE LABORATORY 
AREVOLUTIONARY development in the 

teaching of languages was announced by 
the University of San Francisco recently. 

Beginning with the 1959 Freshman class, 
students in the USF Colleges of Liberal Arts 

Father P. Carlo Rossi, S.J., University of San 

Francisco linguist, recording tapes for use 

in the new $40,000 electronic language 
laboratory on that campus. 
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and Science must demonstrate the following 
language skills in order to obtain an under- 
graduate degree: 

I. Ability to read and comprehend a 

normal prose passage; 
2. Ability to write a foreign language and 

translate a normal prose passage from 
English; 

3. Ability to speak a foreign language 
(with a pronunciation readily under- 
standable to a native on a non -technical 
matter) ; 

-i. Ability to understand a spoken foreign 
language (of a non -technical nature). 

In discussing the new development, Father 
Connolly, USF president, said that it was an 
attempt of the University to correct a recog- 
nized weakness in the American educational 
system. He pointed out that higher education 
in this country has been often criticized for 
its failure to produce students who have a 
proficiency in at least one foreign language. 

The Language Department considered the 
design and construction of a language labo- 
ratory a necessary means to accomplish the 
desired results: the four -skills of understand- 
ing, speaking, reading and writing. 

Therefore, under the direction of Father 
P. Carlo Rossi, S.J., a member of the Uni- 
versity faculty and noted linguist, the Uni- 
versity constructed a $40,000 Electronic 

Language Laboratory which is now ready 
for operation. 

Located in the Liberal Arts Building, the 
Electronic Language Laboratory is able to 
handle sixty students every hour. Each of 
the sixty booths is equipped with dual turn- 
table, earphones, microphone, intercom- 
munication system with central control 
room, and sectional control posts. 

This ultra -modern laboratory will allow 
the University to change its language class 
schedule. Students will now attend class only 
two hours per week instead of the traditional 
four. Four hours each week, however, will 
be spent in the Laboratory. Two of these 
hours will be under the supervision of a 

member of the Language Department. 
The Electronic Language Laboratory will 

allow each student to proceed in his lan- 
guage study at the level of his own ability. 
Dual turntables allow the student to listen 
to the master record as many times as he 
thinks necessary, to repeat and record on his 
student record until he has perfected the 
understanding, speaking, reading and writ- 
ing exercise of each lesson. 

Father Connolly pointed out that the 
University adopted this particular type of 
laboratory because it allows each student to 
reach his potential in the shortest possible 
time. 
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"Tape Crosby" features lively discussion of recorded material from Crosby pictures such as "High Society" (scene from film above), film re- 
views, sound track material, records and road shows. Information of great interest to collectors is relayed in this fashion. Rare, out of distribu- 
tion items, ere traded and copied for all to enjoy. 

Tupe Crosby 
by Sheldon O'Connell 

... Bing Crosby taper recording inns 
)heir roileetions by rrxe bangt'. 

WHEN the Blue of the Night meets the Gold of the Day, 
a chain of inveterate Crosby collectors in England, the 
United States, Canada and Australia are taping notes 

in their collections for enthusiasts all over the world. Its a 
unique kind of exchange called Tape Crosby, featuring 
discussions and comparisons about different phases of the 
performer's work. Each of the members is invited to pose a 
question, really a topic for discussion, as the tape passes 
along, other members add their comments, snatches of music, 
unusual episodes of Crosbyana, odd recordings, out of the 
way material, a fascinating hour of listening for the most 
jaded collector. 

Since the Crosby radio show was the first to realize and 

build 

promote the taping of broadcasts rather than go along with 
disc or live performances, its somehow fitting that Crosby 
be the subject of this novel tape exchange, yet the two are 
completely unrelated. Tape Crosby was begun by a large 
number of collectors, quite spontaneously, as a means of 
keeping in touch and listening to recordings not in their 
own collection. Something new is always added, not only 
have there been thousands of records made, but program 
material from radio shows, dubbings, film sound tracks, air - 
shots and a variety of material from other sources. 

Individual collections are sometimes quite small, number- 
ing just a few records, but collectively, the enthusiasts have 
or can account for just about every record Crosby has made. 
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An early recording session that featured Bing, Frances 

Langford and Louis Armstrong. Sound wafers or bis - 

cuits provided noise -proof studio sound. Microphone 
helps place the date around the late 30's. 

Some little known facts become known thru this tape ex- 

change. How one can look at a record and soon decipher 
those strange markings, each in its own way as distinctive 
as a fingerprint; the approximate year and date a number 
was made, the number of takes required before the technical 
or artistic level merited its release, sometimes two takes of 
the same selection are released, one later than the other. 
Occasional errors are made, a faulty label, a call -back, 
scrapped master, a forgotten line, maybe someone laughed 
or otherwise marred a take. These records assume a peculiarly 
high value in the eyes of collectors. Tape Crosby is not a 

fan club, it features a genuine comparing and differing of 
opinion on the worth of the performer. Various perform- 
ances, sides, even past films are reviewed. Instead of ecstatic 
reviews and comment by the film archivist, remarks are 
right to the point, penetrating and highly entertaining. 
Since anyone with projectionist equipment can see even the 
early Max Sennett two reelers in which Crosby appeared and 
hear the soundtrack, it makes for an interesting comparison 
of today's and yesteryear's style. Many of these old films 

have been made available for the home viewer market, 
they've been tightened up, edited, given a new title to cover 
the variety of scenes that encompass perhaps the best ma- 
terial from two or three pictures. Much of the music was 
never released on record, and is now finding its audience 
on tape. 

A companion piece that complements the tape is a 

bi- monthly Crosby Collector, a small mimeographed publica- 
tion that lists the serial numbers and sides in a lighthearted 
compilation of data for those on the Road to Crosby. While 
this is the first international tape devoted to the work of a 

single performer, another is planned by a group who 
cherished the big band sound of Glenn Miller, they plan to 
call their tape, The Moonlight Serenaders. Material for it is 

just about everywhere too. 'V' discs, those were the Victory 
discs made for Allied servicemen during World War II, 

non -commercial performances for the men in uniform. 
Some priceless performances were etched on the big tran- 
scriptions, these were given a play then filed away, some 
were lost, and others recognized for their worth were 
carefully preserved. This hobby of taped discussions about 
recording dates, matrix numbers, takes, sides and labels is 

spoken of as knowledgeably by women as well as men, it is 

not a male occupation only. One avid collector did a con- 
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siderable amount of research to learn if Crosby had ever 
made any records with the Glenn Miller orchestra. He 
checked carefully through the Miller discography which 
listed actual broadcasts the two had done together, but 
nothing about record material. However another collector 
able to provide the missing information reported that in 
fact two had been made. These were non -commercial and 
especially for the Stage Door Canteen in London. It was 
during the year 1944, though the exact date remains a 

mystery. One of the sides was "Why Don't You Fall in Love 
with Me," the other, "I'll Be Seeing You," each with the full 
American Expeditionary Forces orchestra. 

When a rare record is found or traded the material is at 
once transferred to tape to preserve it from wear or other 
dangers, since old records are notoriously fragile and subject 
to breakage with each playing. The record is first given a 

Two of the stars from Berlin's Blue Skies sang "A Couple 
of Song and Dance Men," later went through the mo- 
tions of performing it in film by synchronizing lip move- 
ments to the recording. 

mild bath in lukewarm water, this won't harm it and in 
cases where dust and grime have been allowed to collect in 
the grooves for a period of years, this treatment is necessary. 
The record can be cleaned in this fashion without wetting 
the label which can be damp wiped after. However, the 
label if it's a pressing wont be harmed by a good soaking too. 
A gentle soap first put on the hands rather than to the face 
of the disc will loosen up the sludge and dust in no time, 
after which it is rinsed in free running water. The record 
dries after a few turns in the air and blotting with a lint 
free cloth. Even in mint condition the old shellac base 
records were inclined to be a little noisy after just a few 
playings. When the material is transferred to tape the 
recorded performances can be enjoyed time and again, 
studied for those qualities that brought them to the collec- 
tion, and there's no ensuing drop in quality. In many cases 
it is vastly improved by filtering our the high frequency 
hiss during the feed from phono to tape. There is another 
important factor to be considered in the re- recording of old 
78 rpm records. In this context, "old" is anything in the 
record line that pre -dates 1927. A number of the early 
records, those which have become collector's items, were 
made to be used with a 2.5 stylus. Modern day 78's employ 
a 3 -mil tip, therefore each playing with present day stylus 
will increase the noise level, imperceptibly at first, but more 
evident with repeated playings. For this reason alone, no 
time is lost in transferring to the tape. Not all records before 
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]927 were pressed for the 2.5 needle tip, and short of a 

photomicrograph there's no way of knowing for sure except 
by using both sides of styli to determine which produces the 
least surface noise, and is thereby correct. Collector's items 

an be greatly enhanced when dubbed from record to tape 
by using a filter -equalizer. Since there is often a wide range 
('f characteristics prominent in some records, missing in 
ethers, compensation offered by the various equalization 
settings can make a dramatic improvement in the finished 
copy. Indeed the copy comes to sound as an original should. 
However it shouldn't be felt that this extra equipment is 

vital to the successful transferal of record to tape. Except in 

extreme cases, excellent results can be had by a direct, 
unaltered feed from output to input. Some purists in fact 
do not want the original record changed in any way, cleaned 
yes, and dubbed direct, but that's all. Some rare and unusual 
material has found its way into these highly specialized 
collections. One example is a record that owes its distinction 
not to an unusual presentation, flubbed line or special 
arrangement, but to its unique label. The only one in 
existence. The record is a 10 inch 78 of "After Sundown," 
on one side backed by "Beautiful Girl" on the other, the 
same commercial tunes and masters as used on Brunswick 
6694 with two exceptions, the labels have no printed record 
number on either side, and the name of the artist is given as 

Bill Williams. A couple of gagsters at Brunswick doctored 
the label and presented it to Jack Kapp as a rare find they'd 
made of a voice that sang just like Crosby, not only could 
this "Williams" sing like Bing, but he was most willing to 
sign a contract and join the Kapp camp. Kapp who was in 

New York at the time, deserves to be congratulated on his 

The big RCA 44 microphone captured much of the 
Crosby voice during the era of golden records. This 
selection recorded with Louis Jordan is an item for 
collectors. 

business acumen, he at once left for L.A. to meet Bili Wil- 
liams, upon arrival he learned the truth, that the audition 
record was simply a dubbing of Bing's voice with fixed la- 
bels. This remained in his personal record library until his 
death, perhaps as a gentle reminder to hold enthusiasm in 
check when presented with a ringer, and that things too 
good to be true, usually are. 

Crosby, aware of the interest shown his recordings by 
Collectors, and of the bewildering array of dates and con- 
ditions under which he recorded, has been happy to provide 
what clues his memory holds about the different sides, and 
of their possible origin. Like that one hilarious afternoon 

when everything went wrong except the mechanism that 
recorded it. At a signal from the director the orchestra began 
to play, it was a number called "Wrap Your Troubles in 

Dreams," the voice that launched a thousand dealers began 
to sing the sentimental verse, that when skies are cloudy or 
grey the only thing that will help is to just wrap your 
troubles in dreams, and dream those troubles away, ... and 
that's when the trouble began, because someone had been 
dreaming right along and neglected to inform the singer of 
an important last minute change in the arrangement, as a 

result the voice seemed to head down one road, the orches- 
tra, another. Without pausing, Crosby continued the melody 
but changed the words to express his chagrin at being 
caught unaware. As a novelty that test record was put to 
one side and copies of it, too, became collector's items, 
however, the significant thing about that recording session, 
was that "Wrap Your Troubles in Dreams" in spite of its 
setbacks arriving at a proper rake, went on to become a 

solid gold record for its time. 

It's the hope of many collectors that the "V" discs which 
carried the work of so many front rank entertainers will be 
released on tape. Rather than see them destroyed, some of 
the Victory discs fell into the hands of collectors, others fell 
to the Pirates, those are the record buccaneers who sail the 
choppy waters of illegal practice. However, the vault orig- 
inals, for the most part intact, have since been dubbed to 
tape and eventually may appear on the market. These per- 
formances had an ad -lib, open air sound, and were often 
recorded just like that, a platform rigged up for the Crosby, 
Goodman, Hope, James, Miller tours of duty, surrounded 
on all sides by eager -faced GI's. The cheers, laughs, banter 
and applause make those moments come to life. 

It's material ranging from the Coconut Grove in Los 
Angeles, and the days of Gus Arnheim and Paul Whiteman, 
forward to the Jet age with the Buddy Bregman orchestra 
and Bob Scobey's band. Teeing off in music from Pebble 
Beach to the Western sounds of Elko Nevada, with lots of 
stops along the way for anecdotes, novel and outstanding 
records that make Tape Crosby a full hour of fascinating 
listening. When the Blue of the Night, meets the Gold of 
the Day, tape dons a sport shirt, takes a few puffs from a 

comfortable pipe and winds its way on the Road to Playback. 

Below: One of the quiet sportshirts that provided gag 
material during the Kraft music hall days on radio. 
That program was the first to tape record rather than 
restrict itself to the limits of live broadcasting. With 
Bing, Al Jolson harmonized, "Alexander's Ragtime 
Band." 
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Tape Recorder Maintenance 
by Harold D. Weiler 

Fron, the book 'Tap, Re, ordert and Tape Recording," pubL,be.i b) Radio .tlag.,ine,. In. 

... for longer recorder life and Itetter fuerforntanee your egniltnnt needs care. 

ONE of the most important factors in maintaining con- 
sistently good performance from a tape recorder is to 
be certain that the rap: transport mechanism operates 

at the correct speed, at all rimes. Any change or variation in 
speed is indicative of the fact that some physical change has 
taken place within the mechanical section of the recorder. 
The importance of ripe speed becomes quite obvious when 
we stop to consider that reproducing a tape at any speed 
greater than that at which it was originally recorded, in- 
creases the pitch of the reproduction. Conversely reproduc- 
ing a rape at any speed slower than that. at which it was 
originally recorded, will decrease the pitch of the reproduc- 
tion. The degree of pitch change is dependent upon the 
amount of deviation from normal operating speed. 

Reduced rape speed is the most common variation from 
normal operation and is often accompanied by mechanical 
sounds which are created by excessive friction. The re- 
corder mechanism should be removed from its case and a 

visual inspection made, with the tape transport mechanism 
in operation. but with the volume control in zero position 
so that no sound issues from the loudspeaker. A common 
source of reduced speed accompanied by noise is due to the 
ventilating fan blades, attached to the motor, hitting a loose 
connecting cable. Another source of mechanical noise is 

loose or bent fan blades. Reduced speed alone without any 
accompanying noise is invariably caused by increased fric- 
tion, due to lack of oil, on the moving mechanical compo- 
nents, particularly the motor and capstan bearings. These 
should be oiled regularly. When oiling a capstan bearing 
great care must be exercised that no oil is allowed to leak 
onto the pressure roller since it will result in tape slippag 
which itself is another cause of reduced speed. As a precau- 
tion, after oiling close by a rubber roller or drive belt, the 
roller or drive belt itself and the metal component it con- 
tacts should be thoroughly cleaned with alcohol. While on 
the subject of rubber rollers and drive belts, it is advisable 
to clean all rubber surfaces regularly since due to the con- 
densation of the oil on bearings and shafts these surfaces 
may and usually do acquire a thin film of oil which often 
results in slippage. Rubber rollers which contact the dull side 
of the tape should also be cleaned regularly since the mi- 
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croscopic particles of iron oxide worn from the tape may 
clog the pores of the rubber, making its surface smooth. This 
too is a common cause of tape slippage. 

Excessive tape speed is invariably due to worn or loose 
pressure pads. This condition can easily be determined 
through the use of the alignment tape disctiss_d in future 
paragraphs. The method will be explained in detail. The 
majority of modern nape recorders have some means of ad- 
justing these pads for wear, however care should be used in 
making any adjustments of this nature since if these pads 
are adjusted too tightly the tape movement may be restricted. 
thus increasing head wear and also reducing the speed. Be- 
fore any adjustments are made the speed of the instrument 
should be checked, since any changes which affect it, as we 
have found, also affect the pitch of any recordings made pre- 
viously. This is one of the reasons we strongly advocate 
periodic checking for example; you have made a number of 
important recordings without having checked the recorder 
speed for some time. At some later date the instrument is 
checked and found to operate too slowly, because of increased 
friction, it is then oiled and found satisfactory. All tapes 
which were made during the period the recorder was op- 
erating at reduced speed will now reproduce at a higher 
pitch since they will move past the playback head at a speed 
greater than the speed at which they were originally re- 
corded. 

Should a test reel be intended for use with a recorder 
which operates at 71 2 1.P.S. it must contain at least 375 feet 
of rape The start is marked with a grease pencil, the next 

Left, Figure I: Close -up of record -playback 
head showing dust particles which may pre- 
vent close contact with head which is neces- 
sary for optimum results. Right, Figure 2: 

"A" illustrates the magnetic field created by 
a recording head. "B" shows the same field 
as a tape passes through it. "C" illustrates 
the separation between tape and head 
caused by foreign particles. (Drawing c3ur- 
tesy Reeves Soundcraft.) 
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Figure 3: This chart shows the results 
of poor contact between tape and 
playback head. (Courtesy Minn. Min. 
ing and Mfg. Co.) 
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mark is placed at 1871/2 feet which ' ndicates a five minute 
interval. A third mark is placed at 375 feet. This is the final 
check point and indicates a ten minute interval. When the 
rest reel is to be used for checking the speed of recorders 
which operate at 15 I.P.S. the length of the tape and the dis- 
tances between marks should be exactly double the above- 
mentioned figure. Should a test tape be required for checking 
33/4 I.P.S. recorders the length of the tape and the distance 
between marks, should be reduced by exactly half the figures 
given for 71/2 I.P.S. This tape is then placed on the recorder 
under test. With a stop watch or the second hand of a clock, 
time the interval between the first and last marks. It should 
be exactly ten minutes. 

We have thus far men' Toned only one of the results of 
tape slippage, namely, reduced speed, rape slippage may also 
be and often is periodic. This type of slippage will usually 
result in annoying cyclic variations in the pitch of the repro- 
duced sound. Pitch variations may occur at the relatively 
slow rate of less than ten times per second, in which case they 
are described as "Wow." Variations which occur at a higher 
rate of speed ( over ten times per second) are described with 
the term "Flutter." These changes in pitch are particularly 
noticeable in the reproduction of any of the higher pitched 
sounds ( 3000 cycles and above) such as would be made by 
a violin, clarinet. etc. Since the human ear is extremely 
sensitive to any change in pitch, at these frequencies, during 
a sustained note, this type of music should be used for test- 
ing. A far superior method is the use of the -Sonafax" Wow 
and Flutter Test Tape, which consists of a high frequency 
signal recorded at zero level. This tape runs for about four 
minutes allowing sufficient time to locate the source of any 
speed variation. 

Periodic speed variations ( Wow and Flutter) are always 
due to some specific element in a recorder's moving system 
These variations usually have a constant rhythm which may 
often be counted. By checking the number of revolutions 

Figure 4: Here the effect of misalignment 
of record- playback head on frequency re- 
sponse is indicated. (Chart courtesy Audio 
Devices, Inc.) 

pet minute made by the various elements in the recorder's 
moving system such as the capstan, pressure roller, motor, 
pulleys, etc., the source of wow or flutter can be discovered 
quite easily. 

Most common sources of wow and flutter arc, uneven 
pressure on the tape pressure pads, worn capstan or motor 
bearings, a flat on the pressure roller or idler wheel, warped 
reels or sticky tape due to poor splicing and rubber drive 
wheels or belts which have become glazed through use and 
therefore slip. 

Quite a common tape recorder complaint is tha: the qual- 
ity of the tapes originally made on an instrument sound 
muddy, distorted and lack brilliance. Usually the owner 
blames the tape manufacture; and changes his brand. Manu- 
facturers of pre- recorded tapes are often accused of releas- 
ing poor tapes since the same recorder will also reproduce 
these poorly. The fault lies not with the manufacturer in 
either case but with the particular recorder used or more 
specifically its owner. Lick of brilliance is invariably due to 
reduced high frequency response and most often occurs be- 
cause of airborne dust and the microscopic particles worn 
from the tape itself which have accumulated on the rec- 
ord /playback head itself and in the gap as shown in Figure I. 

These particles may prevent the close contact between 
the tape and the head which is required for optimum results. 

In tape recording and reproduction with modern heads it 
is imperative that the tape maintain an extremely close ( less 
than .0001 inches ) and constant contact with the head. Poor 
contact between the record or the playback head and the tape 
manifests itself in reduced high frequency response and dis- 
tortion. This is because the strength of the magnetic field 
from the poles on the head falls off with distance and is not 
impressed on the tape with the correct intensity. 

Figure 2 A illustrates the magnetic field created by a rec- 
ording head. From this illustration we can see just how the 
intensity of this field falls off as the distance from the head 
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is increased. Figure 2 B shows the same magnetic field as 

the tape passes through it, in recording. We can see from 
this illustration that the tape is in extremely close contact 
with the head and thus passes through an area of greater 
intensity than the tape illustrated in Figure 2 C, which has 
been separated from the recording head by dust, oxide par- 
ticles, etc. This separation obviously results in a reduction 
of the amount of magnetism impressed upon the tape. This 
effect appears principally at the higher frequencies and is 

even more pronounced in reverse, when applied to the trans- 
fer of magnetic energy from the tape to the playback head 
as in reproduction. 

Robert Von Behren of Minnesota Mining and Manufac- 
turing Co. has made a series of tests to determine the effects 
which occur when tape is separated from the playback head 
in reproduction. During these tests a tape was recorded using 
various frequencies and played back on a high quality sys- 

tem with good tape contact. This tape was then reproduced 
a number of times, each time using a paper shim of a differ- 
ent thickness between the head and the tape, in such a man- 
ner as to separate them by known amounts. The chart in Fig- 
ure 3 shows the result of these tests. From this chart we can 
see that a separation of only 1/4 of a mil. ( .001 inch) at a 

tape speed of 7.5 inches per second is sufficient to cause a 
dropping off of 30 Db. at approximately 5000 cycles, which 
would result in very little audible reproduction of this fre- 
quency or any frequency above it, on the average recorder. 

From the author's investigations, during the writing of 
The Wear and Care of Records and Styli ", he found that 

one speck of airborne dust or grit is often as large or larger 
than this figure ( .1/4 of a mil.) and if it should become 
lodged in the head gap can create this effect. Any accumu- 
lation of dust and tape particles may easily be removed 
with a Q -tip, pipe cleaner or a cotton swab saturated with 
carbon- tetra -chloride or alcohol. Audio Devices Inc. has 
recently introduced a head cleaning fluid which is much 
more effective than either of the above mentioned liquids. 

Worn or loose tape pressure pads are quite often respon- 
sible for poor high frequency response since they too allow 
poor contact between the tape and the head. Reduced high 
frequency response due to worn or loose pressure pads is 
usually accompanied by abnormal tape speed. These pads 
should be adjusted as per the manufacturer's instructions. 
Worn or loose pressure pads can easily be located through 
the use of the "Sonafax" alignment tape. This test tape is 
run through the recorder and the pressure pads are lightly 
pushed in toward the head. When the pressure pad on the 
playback head is so manipulated and results in an increase 
in signal output, the pressure of this pad is insufficient and 
should be increased. As previously mentioned, care should 
be used since if the pad is adjusted too tightly the tape speed 
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Figure 5, Left: An alignment tape is "skewed" 
to check head alignment by gently pressing 
a wooden pencil against the bottom of it. 
Right: Pressing a wooden pencil or dowel 
against the top of the tape to check head 

alignment. 

will be reduced and in this manner affect the pitch of any 
reproduction and also result in increased head wear. In the 
event adjustment does nor correct the complaint the pads 
are too badly worn and should be replaced. 

When consistently good reproduction is required the play- 
back head must always be perpendicular to the edge of the 
tape as illustrated in Figure 6. When the recorder was new, 
the head was undoubtedly in this position but due to jars, 
bumps and the constant vibration created by the loudspeaker 
and motor the head may have shifted. This misalignment 
results in poor reproduction with greatly reduced high fre- 
quency response as shown by the chart in Figure 4. The 
greater degree of misalignment, the poorer the high fre- 
quency response. From this illustration we can see that a 

misalignment of eight minutes of arc can reduce the out- 
put of the recorder about six Db. at higher frequencies, on 
full track tape. Six Db. reduction in output will make quite 
a noticeable difference in the reproduction. 

The alignment of the playback head can be checked by 
obtaining one of the alignment tapes now available such 
as the Audiotape or Sonafax. This tape is placed on the re- 

corder under test and the volume control set to a position 
at which the test tone is barely audible. The test tape is then 
skewed. A wooden pencil or dowel is gently pressed against 
the bottom of the test tape as shown in Figure 5. If as a 

result of this procedure the signal intensity increases, this 
fact should be noted. This test is repeated once again, how- 
ever this time the pencil or dowel is pressed against the 
top of the tape. You may find this action decreases the 
signal intensity or you may discover the reverse is true, 
that is "skewing" the tape at the top causes a decrease in 
intensity and "skewing" the tape at the botom causes the 
level to increase. 

Should the signal rise in intensity when the tape was 
"skewed" at the top and drop in level when it was "skewed" 
at the bottom or vice versa, the playback head is out of 
alignment. Proper alignment is indicated if the output in- 
tensity decreases when the tape is "skewed" at both the top 
and the bottom. 

Should the recorder under test have a visual intensity 
level indicating device, which functions in the playback 
position, such as a magic eye or a V.U. meter, an even more 
accurate indication of any variation can be obtained. There 
is available an inexpensive device which may also be em- 
ployed to provide a more accurate indication than can be 
obtained aurally. The unit is connected across the loud- 
speaker terminals of the recorder under test. The record is 

turned on with the test tape in position. The volume con- 
trol is then adjusted in such a manner that the bulb marked 
zero just lights. The test tape is then "skewed" as previous- 
ly outlined. The zero bulb will grow brighter or dimmer as 
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F gure 6, Left: For consistently good reproduction the record -playback head must be perpendicular to the path of the tape. Middle and 
R ght: Misalignment of record -playback head results in poor reproduction with greatly- reduced high- frequency response. 

the signal intensity is varied and indicate misalignment. 
When the preceding test indicates misalignment of the 

playback head it may be correctly aligned by running the 
saine tape through the recorder. The volume control is set 
at a position where the test tone is barely audible. The nuts 
or screws which hold the playback head in position are 
loosened slightly, ( just enough to allow some movement of 
the head) and the head is rocked back and forth. A change 
in the level of the test tone will be heard or seen as it is 

moved. The head should be so positioned that the maxi - 
mum signal level is obtained, either visually or aurally. The 
screws or nuts which hold the head should then be tight - 
ened while the test tape is in operation, since tightening 
hem may change the position of the head. This method 
if alignment also results in the alignment of the recording 
lead function, on those recorders which utilize the same 
lead for both operations. 

With recorders employing separate heads for the record- 
ing and playback functions, the alignment of the recording 
head can be accomplished using the same equipment and 
procedure outlined previously. This can be done by first 
aligning the playback head and then disconnecting it. Its 
leads are then connected to the record head, whose leads 
have been previously disconnected. Whcn using this meth- 
od of alignment the function switch of the recorder remains 
in the playback position at all times. The recorder head, 
which is now being used as a playback head is then aligned 
as described in our previous paragraphs. 

A more accurate method of alignment arid one which may 
be more convenient, for the layman, requires a signal source 
which will provide a 6000 cycle tone for the alignment of 
71/2 I. P. S. recorders, one half this frequency for 33/4 I.P.S. 
recorders and double this frequency for 15 I.P.S. recorders. 
A convenient source is the "Sonafax" alignment record or 
any frequency record which provides the correct frequency. 
These records are used in conjunction with a motor and a 

us.ari 
Figure 7: Frequency 
response of a record - 
playback head re- 
mains constant until 
wear exposes the 
flare in the head 
gap. 

phonograph pickup. This signal source is then connected 
to the input of the recorder under test. The signal from the 
record is then recorded on a blank tape. All recorders using 
separate record and playback heads allow almost instantane- 
ous monitoring, therefore we will be able to hear and /or 
see the results of any adjustments made. The screws or nuts 
holding the record head in position should then be loosened 
slightly ( just as we did with the playback head) and the 
recording head rocked back and forth. Due to the time delay 
caused by the difference in the positions of the record and 
playback heads this operation should be performed quite 
slowly, each position should be held for two or three sec- 

onds before moving the head further. When the position 
which provides maximun signal level is obtained, the record 
head is locked. The same precautions should be observed 
as when locking the playback head. 

The iron oxide coating on magnetic tape is quite similar 
to crocus cloth in its physical action on the pole pieces of 
the record, playback and erase heads. The friction created as 
the tape passes over these pole pieces combined with the 
abrasive action of the magnetic tape results in the gradual 
wear of the heads. However, due to the various types of 
heads in general use today it is impossible to provide an 
average figure for head life. With some types the initial 
period of use results in a polishing action which causes a 

slight improvement in the frequency response. The response 
of the head then remains fairly constant until the wear pro- 
gresses to a point at which the flare in the head gap is en- 
countered, as illustrated in Figure 7. At this point the 
frequency response of the head begins to fall off. This re- 
duction in response is due to the increase in gap width as 
the head is continued in use. The life of tape heads is also 
dependent upon a number of other variable factors such as 
tape pressure, tape speed, etc. At the present writing the 
best method of checking for worn heads is to substitute a 

new unit. 
There are a number of reasons for high noise level in a 

recorder. The most common is a magnetized recording head. 
As the head becomes magnetized the noise level of a record- 
ing may rise as much as ten Db. This rise in noise level is 
most noticeable on soft passages in a recording of music or 
during a distant pickup with a microphone. The magnet- 
ization is usually caused by the cumulative effects of start- 
ing and stopping a recorder while a strong signal is being 
applied to the record head, by line noise, switching tran- 
sients, etc. Contact with a magnetized object such as a screw- 
driver will also result in a magnetized head. 

When a minimum of background noise is important re- 
cording heads should be demagnetized after every five to 
ten hours of use. 
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Build This Mike Mixer 
by George M. Thompson 

... a simple, inexpensive 3 channel mixer. 
Reprinted ht' reader request. 

SOONER or later, if you try to do any serious tape re- 
cording, you're going to need a microphone mixer. A 

mixer is just what the name implies: it is used to mix 
the sound coming from two or more mikes into the one 
channel that goes into the recorder. For instance, you might 
use one mike to pick up the voice of a singer and another 
to record the piano accompaniment. Feeding both mikes into 
the mixer you could then adjust the relative loudness of both 
singer and piano to get the best result. 

The mixer shown here is the simplest type anyone can 
build. It can be used to mix three high impedance crystal 
or dynamic microphones to any tape recorder or amplifier 
having a high impedance input. Because of its simplicity, 
it does have limitations. It should not be used with different 
types of high impedance microphones. I would suggest that 

Top: the completed mixer which handles three microphone channels 
and measures only 21/4 x 21/4 x 5 inches. It may be built and wired 
in one evening. Above: the mixer with two channels in use. Right: 
the interior construction. All leads should be kept as short as pos- 
sible and the tiny 390K 1/2 watt resistors can be placed inside the 
Amphenol 75- PC -I -M connectors for better shielding. All connec- 
fions should be carefully soldered using rosin core solder. 
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three dynamic or three crystal microphones having the same 
sensitivity (or Db rating) be used. This will eliminate any 
interaction between the microphones when the mixer con- 
trols are varied. 

I do not recommend attempting to mix phono and mike 
with this unit as the amount of power put out by the crystal 
of the phono pickup is so great that distortion will result. 
An electronic type mixer should be used for this. 

Construction 

The complete three channel mixer is housed in a gray 
hammertone Minibox. size 21.; x x 5 ". The circuit is 

quite simple. It uses three 500,000 ohm potentiometers 
connected in parallel across the output connector which 
feeds into the tape recorder or amplifier. The center ter- 
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Wiring of the miser is simple. The ground terminal of each micro. 
shone connector is wired to the ground side of each potentiometer 
snd also to the shielded side of the mike cable. Opposite sides of 
the potentiometers are wired together and connected to the inner 
conductor of the microphone cable which leads to the recorder. 

mina) of each potentiometer is connected to a 390K ohm 
I watt resistor. 

The other end of each resistor is connected to the center 
terminal of the 75- PC -I -M chassis -type microphone con- 
nector. To keep the leads as short as possible, the resistors 
may be put inside the connector, affording greater shielding. 

The chassis side, or ground terminal of each 75- PC -I -M 

connector is wired to the ground side of each potentiometer 
and also to the shielded side of the microphone cable. The 
.opposite sides of the potentiometers are wired together and 
,onnected to the inner conductor of the microphone cable 
which leads to the recorder. The pictorial diagram shows 
how to make the hawk -up. 

The end of the single conductor shielded microphone 
cable which runs to the recorder or amplifier is connected 
to an Amphenol 75- MC -I -F or a regular phone plug, de- 
pending upon the type of connection on your recorder. This 
microphone mixer can easily he assembled and wired in one 
evening. 

Space the connectors and potentiometers carefully so 
clearance is provided between the knob and the ring on the 
- 5- MC -I -F. An inch and a quarter between centers should 
be enough. The unit has deliberately been kept small so 
that it may be packed easily and be kept near the recorder 
when in use. 

Parts List 

x 21 , x 5" gray hammertone Minibox 
?- Amphenul 75- PC -1 -M, or equivalent Microphone 

Connectors (chassis type ) 

; -500K Volume Controls with audio taper ( (lentralab 
or equivalent) 

3 -11 ," Bar Knobs 
ì fr. Single Conductor Shielded Microphone Cable 
1- Microphone Line Plug (ru fit your recorder or am- 

plifier) 
2 fr. #16 B & S Tinned Hookup Wire 
-390K ohm I , watt Resistors 

If you are not too handy with a soldering iron and prefer 
at purchase a mixer you have a number of goad ones from 
which to choose. Sonie of these are shown in the column at 
right and can be supplied by any radio parts house. 

Pentron CA -14, 4- channel mirer with 6 high impedance inputs: 4 
microphone, 2 phono (phono input receptacles are on rear of unit; 
microphone inputs are on front panel); provides 8 db gain in micro- 
phone channels. Tubes are 2- I2AX7. 

s... 
eleammummetec' .; 

Masco model EMM -6 electronic mixer- pre -amplifier has six inputs 
(4 microphone and 2 phono). Three 12AX7 tubes, selenium rectifier. 
Cathode follower output- allows 400 -foot separation from amplifier; 
any four channels are separately controlled. 

Switchcraft "Mini- Mir," a miniature 2 -input audio mixer. Accom- 
modates two high impedance inputs; resistance type mixer. Sepa- 
rate gain controls, recessed inside housing. Brown finished case, nickel 
plated accessories. 
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NEW PRODUCT REPORT 

RESLO RIBBON MICROPHONE 
. . . a tough little microphone with esrelleit 
characteristics for recording or l'A 'fork. 

WE have mentioned many times be- 
fore on these pages that a better 
microphone can definitely improve 

tape recordings. 
Not that the microphone supplied 

with the recorder is of poor quality, for 
it is not, being adequate for the aver- 
age jobs for which it is used. 

But as you progress in the tape re- 
cording art there comes a time when 
you become interested in getting top 
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quality recordings, not just good re- 
cordings. It is then that you are ready 
for a new mike. 

The microphone usually supplied 
with recorders is a crystal mike. This 
functions by means of a crystal of 
Rochelle salt which is bent back and 
forth by the sound waves hitting the 
diaphragm of the mike. The bending 
produces electric currents which are 
amplified and recorded on the tape. 

ST A G T E D 

Product: Reslo .Symphony Mi- 
crophone 

Distributed by: F,reona Corp. 16 
W. 46th Street, New York 36, 
N.Y. 

Price: Violet RBH /WS $64.511 
(hi-z). S59.50 (lo -a). 

The dynamic mike operates by 

means of a coil attached to the dia- 
phragm which moves in a magnetic 
field created by a strong market -it is 

almost a dynamic loudspeaker in re- 
verse. 

The ribbon microphone uses a metal- 
lic foil ribbon suspended in a magnetic 
field with both sides of the ribbon 
accessible to the air. The ribbon is vi- 
brated by the difference in sound pres- 
sure on the two sides, causing a current 
to flow. 

The Reslo type R.B. microphones. 
of which the microphone under con- 
sideration is one, are ribbon mikes. 

The crystal mike must be protected 
against heat and humidity and shock. 
the dynamic is more rugged and the 
ribbon, while unaffected by heat and 
humidity is generally sensitive to shock. 
We were invited to drive a nail (small 
one) using the shank of the Reslo 
mike after wrapping it in a cloth to 
protect the finish. We did and it still 
functioned. 

Generally the output of the better 
mikes is lower than that of the crystal 
microphones, sometimes so much that 
their use with a regular home -type 
recorder becomes impractical because 

The microphone may be tilted back to the 
angle shown. The large illustration is approxi- 
mately 3/4 natural size. 
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4bove: the polar pattern characteristics of 
he mike may be altered by inserting felt 

snd fabric pads as shown. These are placed 
,n the back of fhe case. Right: fhe micro- 
phone may be had with or without switch. 
Knurled knob on bottom of case turns mike 
on and off. 

there is not enough amplification in 
the recorder amplifier to put sufficient 
signal on the tape. 

The Reslo mike, on the basis of tests 
with regular recorders and the mikes 
supplied with them showed no lower- 
ing of the input of any consequence. 
The mike is rated at 58 db down. The 
usual crystal mike has about the same 
rating. 

We were more interested in the kind 
of recordings produced by this mike 
than in measuring the frequency re- 
sponse of 18- 20,000 cps. for the "nat- 
uralness" of tone is far more important. 
On this point the mike scored impres- 
sively. 

The ribbon in the mike has a mass 
of only I 960th of an ounce yet be- 
cause of the mike construction is well 
protected. The magnet which encloses 
it is a powerful one and we advise 
keeping the microphone away from 
the tapes -we don't mean in another 
room, just don't store the two together 
in close proximity. 

The ribbon is triple shielded by a 

nylon screen, wire cloth and the out- 
side perforated shell. 

One unusual feature of the mike is 
the ability to change the pickup pat- 
tern by inserting baffling pads in the 
back of the mike case. 

To insert the pads the top screw is 
removed and the rear shell is eased 
back at the top. For bass reduction one 
felt is inserted into the shell, for bass 
reduction with rear discrimination one 
felt and the yellow fabric is inserted. 
for close talking a sandwich of felt - 
fabric -felt is placed in the case. The 
rear shell is then replaced and the screw 
reinserted. 

As delivered the mike is hooked ulr, 

for hi- impedance, which is necessary 
for most tape recorders. However the 
impedances may be changed by using 
a different line cord available for S7.50. 
If low impedance is desired the mike 
may be ordered already hooked up for 
low impedance and at a lower price. 

As with all ribbon mikes, the pickup 
pattern is in the shape of a figure 8 
with pickup front and back and almost 
no pickup on the sides. This has many 
advantages, especially in cutting down 
on unwanted sounds in some locations 
or, since the mike increases in front 
sensitivity as the frequency is in- 
creased, i.e. 2 db at 1000 cps to 20 db 
more sensitive at I0.000, the rear can 
he us -d for low frequency pickup and 
the front for the higher frequencies. 

The model shown has a switch in- 
corporated in the base so, in public 
address work, the mike can he turned 
on and off at will. The switch is a 

knurled knob which looks like part of 
the base. 

The ribbon cartridge is pre -set and 
is detachable. Should it be damaged in 

any way, the "works" may be replaced 
with a new unit from the factory. 

The cable length supplied with the 
microphone is 18 feet. The cable is 

three conductor and with the hi -z mike 
the center wire goes ro the inside plug 
terminal and the other two wires go to 
the outside or ground terminal. No 
plugs are supplied on the cord so you 
must install one to fit your own re- 
corder. 

Quite frankly we were pleased with 
the performance of this microphone 
and we believe it to be worth your 
consideration. We bought one. 

in the aermanent plastic container 

Why settle for ordinary tape when 
Sonoramic offers you so many ex- 
clusive extras. By combining the 
finest materials and processing 
techniques with the highest 
research and technical skills Sono - 
ramic brings you a magnificent tape 
that will brilliantly reproduce the to- 
tal recordable frequency spectrum. 

1. CASE: Shatterproof plastic contain- 
er for permanent protection; stores any- 
where on wall, bookcase or table for easy 
access. 

2. REEL: V -slot per- 
mits jiffy self- threading. 
Permanently imprinted 
with Selection- Finder 
and easy write -on 
surface. 

3. INDEXING: Case 
includes pressure sen- 
sitive front and side 
labels. Permits type- 
written tabs of all 
recordings. 

FREE_ Tape -time ruler indicates 
footage and recording time. 
Write Dept. R5 

4 n c %w d CORPORATION, 
// Lodi, New Jersey 
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Record 4nything,Anywhere 
SHOP OR SWAP with "The Magnenmite " 

Boner, -operored rpr,ng- rr.otor 

lope recorder designed for 
professional field use. Assures 

complete independence from 
AC power. Meets Notional 
Association of Radio and Tel.. 

( vision Broadcasters standards. 
60 Models available. 

for o, n,..r.t. and 4..0 raw.,, e .., t. IN,. n 

AMPLIFIER CORP. of AMERICA 
398 Broadway New York 13. N. Y. 

MANUFACTURERS 

Sales representative for Detroit, Michigan, 
and surrounding counties, looking for lines 

in audio field. Experienced tape, message 

promoters, tape cartridges, etc. Familiar 
background music and audio accessories. 

Consumer item sold at distributor and re- 
tail levels. 

Box A, Tope Recording 
Severna Park, Md. 

USED STEREO TAPES 

1/2 PRICE 

Used for broadcast, demonstration. etc.. 
but guaranteed ecod condition, or 
money refunded. '12 ins, 2- track, in- 
line only. Over 600 tapes in stock. 
Send for free lists. Shipped postpaid 
in 1 and Possessions only. 

CAL -WESTERN STEREO 
1544 Cross Way 

San Jose 25, Calif. 

STEREO BROADCAST TAPES 
"RUSSKAYA" 

( Russian melodies orchestrated/ 

37 $6.95 minutes TV, ins 
Only a limited number available on Ist come. 1st 
serve basis. These original tapes used for 
broadcasting and are guaranteed to be in 

out 
of 

condition. Your money refunded if we are out of sr 
(Betton or not satisfied. Send 50.95 to STEREO 
BROADCASTING SERVICE. P. 0 Box A1122. Detroit 
a7. Mich/min. 

%leel,0,s iiii,eils t mutt, Jolt etc 
economically re recorded on per nia 

rent hihdehly discs Professional quality - overnight service -all speeds -any 
quantity Wnlelni F reefnlderandPttces 

RECORDED PUBLICATIONS LABS. 
1569 -1580 Pietas Ave. Camden 5, NJ 

HAVE FUN AT YOUR NEXT PARTY 

Tape record this old fashioned melodrama 
and play it back. Good for a hundred laughs. 
Complete set of scripts (Six copies) as pre- 
sented on air -only $2.95 postpaid. 

H1 -FI TAPE RECORDING 
S Pork, Md. 
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Advertising in this section is open to both amateur 
and ounrnerdal ads. 111 -F1 TAPE RECORDING dos 
not guarantee any deer advertised in thin column 
lad all swaps, eta.. are strictly between individuals. 

RATES: Commercial aria, 5.30 pre' word, Individual 
ads. new -commercial, 5.05 word 

Remittances In full should accompany corm. Ads will 
be inserted in next available issue. Please print or 
type your copy to avoid error. Addreee ad to: Shop 
or Swap. Ill -Ft Tape Recording Magazine. Severna 
Park. Md. 

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP with your recorder. 
Amazing I(1)-pag: book gives full instructions. 
'.00. Satisfaction guaranteed. Sleep. Learning Re- 
unl 14 Association, íx 21. TR. Olympia. Wash- 

Ill Vrt 

t.ONCERTONIì 22 -I Hall -Track I tape recorder. 
With cases and large tape collection. 1st (lass con- 
dition. Only &I'S. B. K. Balch. 611 l.ivingston 
Rd.. Linden. N. J. 

TRADE: Rolex H8 Deluxe Mimic Equipment. 
Value 561111. Want Sterco Record, Playback -Cun- 
esrtone'Berlant Ampex Crown. etc. ( ctrl F. Fieno. 
<n clevilla. 111. 

COUNTRY & WESTERN FANS -Would like to 
exchange- tares if you like C & \X'. Old Time and 
Music of Jimmie Rodgers and Cid Tanner era. 
Howard Cumhy, 1 i118 --t I st St.. Belvieu: Heights. 
Btrminglam 8. Ala. 

HI-FI l'APE BUY- Splice free. professional qual 
ity 10 I S.0(11) CPS. Permanent') lubricated. 
Money bark guarantee -" boxed reels. Acetate I I 

\Iii 121111'. t 55.211: 181111'. I Mil. t 56.-S. My_ 

I.ir I5110'. I Mil. -t 59.00: 2100. I. Stil. 
Y.00. Postage ISe per reel. Hionic. Box 

11. New York 6i, N. Y. 

col I I.- DeJur TMB -82(1 with Norttonic SK i tI(I 
sre.cu head. two RA I00 amps and Fi sl -er PR6 ore 
amp.. S27S. Needs only one amp. and two spkrs. 
for retord 'playback stereo. Paul K. Damai. 21 De- 
troit St.. Calumet City. Ill, 

FOR SALE New S\ullensak Ti5(1(1, 5I4S. Stereo 
cunsersion kit fur TI SOIT. S20. New Pentnm Em- 
rotor II. 5;00. Stereo speaker system for Emperor 
11. 550. All equipment is in original factory sealed 
cartitn. Courser Midtael Bures. PO. Box 1'16. 
Clrvclan 1 5. Ohio. 

SELL: E.SL(. . Tape Players. New -factory smile. 
Limited number available. Stereo player. S'9.50: 
Monaural player. 569.511: Stereo deck. Sí9.50. 
Freight prepaid when check accompanies order. 
P.O. Box i 91. Oa momuwvn \\'istonsin. 

TAPI. RECORDER WANTED. Must he light and 
Incxpsnsivc. I I5 V. ur 220 's'. for overseas u .. 
\\ 'II pick up in N.Y.C. McCay. 55" Tinton Ave.. 
Boma 55, N.Y.C.. WY. 1.1090. 

THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED AUDIOPHILES 
buy famous F&B recording tape. Top quality. ill - 
I S 011(1 CPS guaranteed. ( om plete atisfactiun or 
money ref tided. Compare thee wluw prices: 
600 Ft. S" R;t-I .A,vtar. l(.r -e for 52.85: 9110 

We specialize in TRADE -INS - highest 
allowances - Ampex, Bell, Concertons, 
Crown, Ferrograph, Presto, Tandberg, Hi- 
Fi components. accessories. Catalog. 

BOYNTON STUDIO 
10 Pennsylvania Ave Dept. TR 
Tuck , N. Y. Tel. SP. 9 -5279 

TAPE RECORDERS 
HI-FI COMPONENTS 
SLEEP LEARN KITS 

MERITAPE Unusual Valu. 
Lw cost high quality FREE 
rer 

nseeer codin. 
a (ape, In boxe 1931 CATALOG 

DRESSNER. 69 -02 AA, 174 BI.. Flushing 65, N. Y. 

Ft. 5" Reel -Acetate Base -, for Sá.40; 900 Fr. 5'' 
Reel -Mylar Base -i for 5.1.20; 1200 Ft. 7" Reel - 

Acetate Base -3 for S ì.95; 1800 Ft. 7" Reel -Ace- 
tate Base'ì for S5.25; 1800 Fe. 7" Reel -Mylat 
lias -i 6,r S6.85; 2100 Ft. 7" Reel -Mylar Base- 
s for 510.60. Mail orders filled. Please add 150 
PP & Handling -Per Reel. Write for free corn- 
plate hi -fi catalog. Florman & Babb. Inc., 68 W. 
15th St.. N. Y. 56, N. Y. 

SELL: IT -t" Telefunken condenser microphone. 
Complete with all fittings. cables and desk stand. 
l'urthased new in November 1958. Sacrifice foi 
5295. Perfect condition. J. L. Worth, P.O. Box 
1011. Akron, Ohio. 

WHY BUY WHEN YOU can rent? Write for 
stereo or monaural lists of commercially recorded 
tapes for rent, National Rent -A -Tape Service, P.O. 
Drawer I, \\'innetka. Ill. 

\'CANTED: Dive or tape -Caruso: Carmen duet 
with Aida: Hague'uts t 8511561 ; Victor Xmas gift 
195 ì. Gigli: Mehstufcle. Otello, and Pearlfishers 
duets with Rina Gigli: O del mio amato ben 

I "ít)í: ERA 181. \\', H. Brunie. Stockbridge. 
Mass. 

SELL: Ampex 6111.2 with Slit Transformers. Am- 
pex 612. 2 -5(1 finn mit- cables with XL -1 -1I and 
X1: ì -12 cannon connectors. 2Film industries of 
Loudon 5(9 low -impedance mica. 2 -Atlas ?ICIOS 
mie stands. Block price 511511 plus postage. John 
Pavlat. Iìleetrical Engineering Dept., Invia Stat.- 
College. Ames. Iowa. 

LEARN HYPNOTISM. SELF-HYPNOSIS from re 
corded rapes' Other helpful "Mind -Power" Tapes. 
Books. Recordings' 14ee Catalog. trite Phil:m 
thropic Library. Drawer TR69 ", Ruidoso, New 
Stcxnu, 

RECORD CUTTING for every occasion from your 
tape t 

o 

unbreakable disc -weddings, trials. lec- 
tures. se hos ois. Fre: information. Al bergo Record 
ing Sruau s. 12IIS Rockaway Blvd., South Ozone 
Park 20. N. Y. 

l'Nt IS11AL VALUES. Hi -Fi ccmponents, tares and 
tape recorders. Free a0ali pue TR. Stereo Center. 
SI \\'. SS St.. NYC I. 

T'APIiSPOND WITH AMATEUR color photogra 
pliers it tape recording enthusiast. You break. 
Fay Elr.id. i01 a1 Wedgwood Way. Louisville 5. Ky. 

FOR SALE: Bell Model 2261 Briefcase tape re- 
order. Dual track. two speed and rechargahle hat 
tery. I.twks and works like new. Sold new for $224 
lass charger. Yours complete with battery charger 
for only 51110. Herman Eggers, Box 1'2. Bismarck. 
No. Dakota. 

FOR SALE: Ferrograph stereophonic rape recorder. 
Model 88. Records two tracks separately. Separate 
inputs. Built -in V.U. meter. Tape footage indicator. 
Perfect condition. used less than 25 hrs. Speeds. 
'12, IS iris. Original price S75O -my prise 5.100. 
Write C. N. Huntley. 21) Tanglewylde Ave., Bronx - 

ville. New York. 

BRAND NEW 1959 Hi -Fi Wollensak T.151, 
stereo tape recorder, in factoy carton with 
guarantee. Cost 5229.95 -yours for best offer. 
Jack Fives. 2916 Rockrose Avenue. Baltimore is. 
Md. 

RECORDS, Masters, Pressings, and 
TAPES All Speeds; All Sizes; Quantity 
Discounts, Specialized Services, La- 
bels, etc. Write -- 

MEltILE F:\TI:11PItl.l:ti 
Box 145, Lombard, Illinois 

L- MAIL ORDER HI -FI -ea 
You can now purchase all your Hi-Fi from one 
reliable source and be assured of perfect de- 
livery. Carston makes delivery from NY stock 
on most HiFi. Recorders and Tope within 24 
hours. SEND US A LIST OF YOUR HI -FI RE- 
QUIREMENTS FOR OUR WHOLESALE QUO- 

TATION and our FREE wholesale catalogue. 
CARSTON STUDIOS 

215 -C East 88 St. New York 28, N. Y. 
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FOR YOUR AUDIO BOOKSHELF 

518" s 8 ", cloth 
bound. 288 pp. 
Illustrated. 

$4.95 

YOUR TAPE RECORDER 

by Robert and Mary Marshall 

This is the first book for nonprofessional users 
and Includes the photographs and specifica- 
tions of 55 recorders as a guide to selecting 
the proper machine for various uses. The book 
does not deal with technicalities. It was writ- 
ten after some 2500 experiments had been con- 
ducted, using recorders in the fields of educa- 
tion, camps, meetings, business and the home. 
Part of the book is devoted to an explanation 
of hl -fi principles and terminology. 

TAPE RECORDERS AND 

TAPE RECORDING 

by Harold D. Weiler 

The latest book by the well known author of "Hi -Fi 
Simplified" which has sold over 65,000 copies. Written 
so that anyone can understand it the book covers Room 
Acoustics; Microphone Techniques; Recording From 
Records; Radio and TV; Sound Effects; Tape Recorder 
Maintenance; and Adding Sound to Slides and Movies. 
Over 100 illustrations and diagrams in 13 chapters of 
practical down -to -earth suggestions make this book the 
beginners bible. 

5' 2 s 8L1 - 190 pages - 
illustrated - paper bound $2.95 

51/2" x 81,2 ", paper 
bound, 208 pp. Illus- 
trated. $2.50 

HIGH FIDELITY 
SIMPLIFIED 
by Harold D. Weiler 

This book has sold more than 65,000 
copies and is one of the most popular 
books on the subject. It covers the 
How, What, Why and Where of Hi -Fi. 
Sound. Acoustics, The Simple Loud- 
speaker, The High -Fidelity Loud- 
speaker, Loudspeaker Enclosures, The 
Basic Amplifier. The Amplifier. The 
Record Player. Tuners, Use of a Home 
Music System, and Tape Recorders. It 
is illustrated with numerous drawings, 
charts and pictures. While authorita- 
tive, it is written in an easy -to-read 
style. 

HOW TO MAKE GOOD TAPE RECORDINGS 
by C. J. Le Bel, Vice President Audio Devices, Inc. 
A complete handbook of tape recording containing 150 pages 
of up- to-the- minute information of practical value to every 
tape recordist. Easy reading for the most inexperienced of 
home recordists. 
Sections include: How A Tape Recorder Works, Characteris- 
tics of a Tape Recorder, Selecting A Tape Recorder, Selecting 
A Recording Tape, Using the Tape Recorder. Making A Micro - 
phone Recording. Acoustically Treating the Studio. Tape Edit- 
ing, Binaural or Stereophonic Recording, Putting Together A 
Recording cho, . and a Glossary of Tape Recording Tereus. 
51/4" x 8 ", 150 pp., paper bound, $1.50 illustrated 

TAPE RECORDERS -HOW THEY WORK 
by Charles G. Westcott and Richard F. Dubbe 
This book is based on the principle that to get the most from 
a recorder, one must first understand thoroughly how it op- 
erates. It contains diagrams and schematics and explains in 
not too technical language "what's under the cover" of a 
recorder. 
51/2" x 81/2 ", 177 pp.. paper bound, $2.75 illustrated 

TECHNIQUES OF MAGNETIC RECORDING 

by Joel Tall 

This book translates the complexities of a science into practical. 
easy -to-follow techniques, It is a book for the professional who 
wants new Ideas, new standards of excellence, and a book for 
the amateur just introduced to magnetic recording. Beginning 
with a description of Poulsen's invention of magnetic record- 
ing, the author presents a condensed history of developments 
since 1900. Then he treats the many problems that arise in 
magnetic recording. Individual chapters are devoted to record- 
ing in such areas as medicine, education, and public entertain- 
ment and advertising. The inclusion of descriptions written by 
the originators of various techniques, extensive quotation from 
the laboratory notes of pioneers, an extensive glossary and a 
comprehensive bibliography make this book invaluable to the 
nwteur and to the professional. 

8'i" x 5' 2 ", 472 pp., cloth bound, 
$7.95 illustrated 

BASIC ELECTRICITY 
by Van Valkenburgh, Nooger and Neville, Inc. 
These five volumes, and the five listed below on Basic Elec- 
tronics are the texts of those subjects as currently taught 
at Navy Specialty Schools. They are simplified, clearly illus- 
trated and one basic concept is explained at a time without 
the use of complicated mathematics. 
Vol. 1 -Where Electricity Comes From, Electricity in Ac- 
tion. Current Flow, Voltage and Resistance Magnetism, DC 
Meters. Vol. 2-DC Circuits, Ohm's and 

Resistance, 
offs Laws. 

Electric Power. Vol. 3- Alternating Current, AC Resistance, 
Capacitance and Inductance, Reactance, AC Meters. Vol. 4- 
Impedance, AC Circuits, Resonance, Transformers. Vol, 5- 
DC Generators and Motors, Alternators, 

BASIC ELECTRONICS 
Vol. 1- Introduction to Electronics, Diode Vacuum Tubes. 
Dry Metal Rectifiers, Power Suppliers, Filters Voltage Reg- 
ulators, Vol. 2-Introduction to Amplifiers, Triode Tubes, 
Tetrodes and Pentrodes, Audio Voltage and Power Ampli- 
fiers. Vol. 3 -Video Amplifiers, RF Amplifiers, Oscillators. 
Vol. 4- Transmitters, Transmission Lines & Antennas, CW 
Transmission and Amplitude Modulation. Vol. 5- Receiver 
Antennas, Detectors and Mixers, 'nu- Receivers, Superhets. 
6" x 9 ", 128 pp. Each Volume $2.25. $10.00 Complete set. 5 volumes 

BOOK DEPARTMENT 
HI -FI TAPE RECORDING MAGAZINE 
Severna Park, Md. 
Please ship immediately the books checked. 

I enclose 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE. STATE 

All books shipped postpaid from stock same day order is receive 
satisfied return books within 5 days and money will be refunded 

d. If not 

Tape Recorders and Tape Record ng 

Techniques of Magnetic Recording 

How To Make Good Tape Recordings 

Tape Recorders -l;ow They Work 

High Fidelity Simplified 

Your Tape Recorder 

Basic Electricity Vols. Set 

Sasic Electronics Vols. Set 
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Zelk 
en fñeres Q7,be/eSs moment 

James Kelly, author of b cller, "The Insider", 
recording a priceless moment .,th his daughter, JIII. 

DEPEND ON ACETATE BASE TAPE DEPEND ON ACETATE BASE TAPE 
When you are the recording engineer, don't let the tape come between 

you and perfect results. Always use the tape with an acetate base. 

Why is acetate better? 

Acetate base tapes resist stretching -even under strong rewind ten- 

sion. Tape that stretches can cause wows. Tape that is too thin causes 

"print throughs" that show up as annoying echoes and ghosts on the 

playback. Acetate has unusually long life expectancy ... gives tapes 

lasting performance quality. 

Leading producers of high fidelity monaural and stereophonic 
recordings use acetate base tapes. Give your own library of recordings 
the same high quality advantages. 

And remember, acetate based tapes are more economical, too! 

Acetate film for recording tape base is produced by Celanese for conversion 

by all leading tape manufacturers. Look for the name acetate on each 

box of tape you buy, or check with your dealer. Celanese® 

Acetate ...a plastic film 
CELANESE CORPORATION OF AMERICA, PLASTICS DIVISION, DEPT. 160-E, 744 BROAD STREET, NEWARK g, N. J. 

Canadian Affiliate: Canadian Chemical Company limited, Montreal, Toronto, VaQc over Eiport Saks: Amsel Co., Inc., and Pan Amsel Co., Inc., 180 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 16 
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